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By Lisa Prevost 
Six members of Reverend 
Sun Myung Moon's controver-
s ial Unification Church 
submitted a written request · 
yes terday to Director of 
Memorial Union Student 
Activities Jeff On ore for the use 
of a room Thursday night to 
hold a public lecture. 
Although Onore said it is not 
unusual for an off-campus 
organization to use · MU B 
facilities, he said the letter's 
dcscri-ption of the topic of the 
lecture was ""too vaguc",for him · 
to make a decision on the 
request. 
"They said they wanted to 
talk about God," Onore said. 
-More than l00 students helped Kappa Sigma raise $JOO for the United Way on Saturday in a keg 
toss. The Lord Hall team won the contest. (Dan Splaine p~oto) _ · 
Additional'ly. he said it 
would be impossible to grant 
the request as written because it 
asks for a room which seats 200 
people: The two rooms in the 
MU B large enough to hold that 
manv, the Strafford Room and 
the Granite State Room. are 
already booked for Thursday 
night. 
Campus tension mounted 
w he n t he ch u r c h 's I a rg c, 
modern trailer parked on Muin 
St. even day last week. A thi:ee 
-,- ·"'vcar battle between the 
the· campus activities of the 
Moon disciples in the 1970's 
caused students to leave school. 
A · US District . Court of 




U niversit5· and the Collegiate_ By 
1
U~t .frevost 
Association forthcRcsearchot 'They, ~the 'Moonies', 
World Principles : (CARP): a expected me. 
bi•anch of the Unification "They told us you'd be 
Church . finally can1e to a close coming." said the sweet-faced 
last year. blonde. controlling the 
CARP applied for rccogni- spread of a sly smile at my 
tion as a UNH student shocked expression. "I'm 
organization in 1980, but glad - we want . as much 
university officials denied the pr~ss as possible." 
application on the grounds that "' MOON I ES, page 20 
Phone · theft 
suspect arrested 
By Ken Fish 
UN H ,Pub.ljc._ Safety officers 
· a-r re s-i ed/':;.tJ N H~ fresh qi an 
Richard H. Easton·, 19, of Red 
Bank, New Jersey, early 
Saturday morning in· cortnec- N 
· tion with the theft of fi ve 
teiephone receivers. ' 
According to a Public Safety 
reports. Easton was arrested 
inside McLwghlin Hall and 
charged with stealing the floor 
phone receivers. . .. 
· Officers recovered the 1tve 
receivers. according to Captain 
Roger BeatJdoin of Public 
Safet,·. · 
description of the composite 
sketch released last Friday of 
the . man, susppcted to , . be 
r~sp_ot1sib1e for the thefts of 41 
phone receivers throu~hout the 
campus. _ 
He said these cases are still 
under investigation. 
Captain Beaudoin refused -to 
release the name of the 
arfesting oi1"ficer, citing a 
department policy that does 
not allow reporters to talk to 
individual officers about c-ases 
still under criminal investiga-
tion. 
Ca.,ptain Beaudoin said 
· Easton doc~ not match_ the 
Ted Mondale predicts victory 
... Pre-trial publicity could 
possibly hurt our case, if 
certain information came out," 
Beaudoin said. 
, E'aston, released on $500 
personal recognizance, was not 




By Ken Fi~h' _ . . _ 
Since plastic, transferable 
parking permits were put into 
use this ,,ear, 56 have been 
stolen fro~ the owners' cars, 
according to P:atsy J...l.awkins, 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c I e -r i c a I 
supervisor at the UNH Traffic 
Bureau. 
Only five stickers-permits 
were s·tolen last year, she said. 
"We've recovered four of the 
reported stolen permits, but 
there haven't been any arrests 
made , ·et in these cases," said 
Detective Paul Kopreski of 
UN H Public Safety. 
Hawkins said Public Safety 
has a list of all the parking 
permit numbers reported 
stolen or missing. Traffic 
cadets and Public Safety 
pers.onnel use this list to g_o 
around and check permit 
numbers in cars. 
Of the 116 permits on the list . 
. provided by the ~raffic bureau, 
PERMITS, . e 18 
By Dan Landrigan 
Ted Mondale, son of 
Democratic · presidential 
hopeful Walter Mondale, 
said a 11 r he Monda I e 
campaign needs from the 
NH primary is to "get out 
of here with our rear-ends 
intact." 
south and finish the 
nomination bv March 13,., 
Mondale sail ·. Senate divided on 
.~INSIDE-
J {IN H H:i·esrler.,· going ro 
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Sec~ inside. page 23 . 
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Speaking- to 13 students in 
the MUB yesterday, · Mon-
dale 
predicted that "barrin~ 
some kind of disaster," his 
father . will . win the Democra-
tic nomination. 
M~ndale said he views the 
Democratic race as a two-
man contest between · his 
father and John Glenn, 
despite Senator Gary Hart's 
strong showing at the Iowa 
caucus, he doesn't believe 
Hart is a threat. 
Even with a strong win in 
this state. Hart is not · well 
enough organized in the rest 
of the country to pose a 
threat, Mondale said. 
... There i~ no way that a 
candidate who was virtually 
unknown before Iowa, will 
be able · to set up a field 
organization · in thirty states," 
Mondale said. 
Hart - has · campaigned in 
onlv two states and is about 
$3- "million in debt. according 
to Mondale . · ' 
"if all goe's well here, we 
can beat John Glenn in the 
.. If all gc>es well here, we 
can beat John · Glenn in the 
south and finish. the 
nomination by March I 3,., 
Mondale s,1id. 
merits 'of STVN 
Mondale also tagged his 
father as the only Democrat 
running who can be~t 
President Ronald Reagan m 
TED · e 19 
By Chris· Heisenberg 
Despite vehement ,oppo-
sition by Student Body 
President Jamie Rock and Vice 
President Roy Lenardson, the 
Student Senate granted the 
Student Television Network 
(STVN) more than $5,000 fora 
new ·camera Sunday night. 
STVN asked for $5,546 in 
their 1984-85 budget. for a new 
color K VCcamcra . The budget . 
r item was a pp roved by a vote of 
18-3. . 
The debate over the new 
camera was lead bv Rock who 
argued STVN had not shown 
ariy improvement from past 
appropriations . . 
..I don't . think we can 
continue . to spend five to six 
thousand dollars for equip-
ment when we have vet to see 
results from the past money we 
- have poured · into STVN." 
Rock said. 
.. I've been here for four years 
now. ·and I haven't seen 
anythinµ new," Leri~rdson 
. added . ··1 don't know if it is 
· financiallv feasable to have a 
student tele·vision network .,, 
On the other side of the issue 
was Public Information Officer· 
Craig Dickens who suported 
the need for the camera. 
.. If they don't get more 
money, I don't see how they can 
expand," Dickens said. 
Dan Carr. a senate 
chairperson, said he do_ubted 
S TV N had earned the 
equipment yet. However, Alan 
Kissack. a not her sen a tor, 
countered it wasn't a question 
of earning the equipment, but · 
of providing for their needs . 
.. I can't see justifying raising 
evervbod,,'s student activity fee 
if only ii . small number ·,of 
people are J>rofiting." Rock 
said. "We've had some good 
suggestions on how to increase 
their exposure to the students. 
but none have been followed." 
.. It's very frustrating because 
their audience _is too small. 
. STVN, page 18 
./ 
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·S}lii-its high ·at Hart 
By John Ouellette 
PORTSMOUTH-- It looked 
niore like New Year's . Eve 
than the eve . of the first-in-
the-nation primary at the 
Meadowbrook, Inn last night. 
as 350 Gary Hart supporters 
gathered to cheer the senator 
on in his bid for the 
Democrati.c pre·sidential 
nemination. 
People ate, drank and 
carried . balloons and noise-
makers. They were optimistic• 
in their belief that Hart can 
beat Walter Mondale in New 
Hampshire's primary. Evi-
dent was the momentum his 
campaign gained since a 
strong showing in Iowa last 
week: 
Hart's behalf ·and the 
senator's wife and daughter 
were present. 
"We are going to sweep 
the election and sweep 
Ronald Reagan . back to the 
r a n c h , ' ' H a ·r t t o I d t h e 
gathering. "We are going to 
send a message to the White 
· H ousc that America _is ready 
for change and new leader- . 
ship." 
King. was more blunt. 
saying "Hart will eat Reagan 
for lunch ." 
Lyn Anne Teague, a 1983 
.University of Maine graduate 
and Hart campaign volun-
teer, said she decided to 
. work for Hart because her . 
· college financial aid was cut 
and she lost her job due to 
. budget cuts under the 
Reagan Administration. 
' . . ' . .  . . . .,. 
recephQn 
Teague, who said · she 
, doesn't trust the po!Js, has · 
1 fouQd "much support" for 
. Hart in her phone calls to 
prospective voters. She said 
volunteer · support and h<;1rd 
work have brought Hart to 
his current .contending 
position ahead of six other 
candidates. 
The feeling among Hart 
supporters was that Mondale 
does not excite them. Some 
said if there is snow on 
p ri"m a r y d a y , M o n d a 1 e 
~upporters may not 'bother 
to vote because he is the 
fr~rnt runner and . expected . to , 
Win. 
Steven Estes from Kitten: 
Point, Maine, where there Cs . 
a caucus next Sunda\', said 
he liked and respected 
Mondale but Mondale 
Hart arrived an · hour 
behind _ schedule, enJering to 
cheers of "Garv Gar\' ,, and 
"Walter whJi" N"o'velist 
Steven King sp(?k_~ ~~iefly on 
. "I want to feel like I did 
something," _ __Teague_· said .. 
created -- no excitement ." 
HART, page 18 
Gary Hart held ·a rt~-tAion yester ay 
Meadowbr~ok Inn. (John Gold photo) 
Voter 
info 
People · who · brave the 
snow today to . vote ~n· New 
Hampshire's first in the 
nation primary will . have one 
of the largest choice of 
presidential candidates to 
· · choose from · 'in . the history 
of the United States. 
Voters will be ·choosing 
from a field of 22 Democra-
tic presidential candidates, 
two Democratic vice-
presidential candidates and 
five Republican candidates . . 
Durham residents will also · 
be selecting six delegates to 
the New, , Hampshire Consti-
-tutional Convention from a 
field. of 19 candidates. ' 
The NH Constitutional 
Convention occurs once 
POLLS, page 11 
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'OF THE UNITED STATES 
I HEAE8Y DECLARE MY PREFERENCE 
FOR CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO 
BE AS FOLLOWS, 
RONALD REAGAN □ 
HAROLD E. STASSEN ·o 
GARY RICHARD ARNOLD □ 
BEN FERNANDEZ □ 
DAVID M. KELLEY □ 
l 




OF. THE UNITED STATES 
-
i' HEREBY DECLARE MY PREFERENC_E 
FOR CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF 
ViCE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
INTERNATIDnAL 
us· Marines leave Beirut 
The last of the U.S. Marines.left Beirut yesterday, 
marking the end of a failed effort.to bring peace and 
stability to Lebanon. ·Minutes after the last launch 
left the Marine compound at Beirut airport. Shiite 
Moslei;n militiamen roared up in jeeps and an 
armoured personnel carrier, to raise their green · 
, militia flag over the . former Marine observation·· 
post. The USS New Jersey meanwhile opened fire 
on-Syrian anti-aircraft positions in the hills behind 
Beirut. · · · , · 
West Germany bans 
defection reports 
The West German foreign ministry in Bonn 
. placed a news ban yesterday on reports of five 
relatives of East Germa_n Premier Willi Stoph. The 
five are in the West German Embass\' in 
Czechoslovakia seeking political asyl_urn. · ·witli 
Stoph is second in the Communist East German 
. leadership. Iris Ingrid Berg, Staph's niece, and her 
husband, two children and mother seek asvlum in 
the West. · ., ·. 
US shuns space arms 
,, -talks 
. P~esident Reagan is imiikely to seek .negotiations . 
· for ·3: comprehensi·ve_ ban on anti-s~tellite w~apons 
with the . Soviet U n_ion, largely because an· 
. interagency study !las concluded that it would be 
impossible to verify such an accord. Senior 
adminstration officials have said thev want to 
negotiate in good faith, but do not know how that 
can be done if Soviet actions can n'ot be verified : 
NATIONAL 
The nation awaits 
primary results 
After all the votes have been counted this 
ev~ning, t~e winner of the first 1984 presi9ential 
pnmary will be announced. A Washington Post 
·and.ABC ~ews survey shows that Walter Mondale 
is expected 'to to take 35 percent of the Democratic 
votes, followed by Senator Garv Hart, who is 
expected to win 25 percent. · 
Study shows no · death 
risk with contraceptives · 
A study done by the nationa·l Center for Disease 
Control ih Atlanta indicates that women using 
contraceptives for birth ,control have no increased 
risk .of death. Dr. Howard W. Orv and his 
colleagues published their findings in.the· Journal of · 
the American Medical Association, acknowledging 
· that_ prior data _on the risk of death .associated with · 
.varipus contraceptive methods were '"incomplete." 
CANDIDA~ OF THE 
DBIOCRAllC PARTY ·-
CANDIDATE OF THE 
DDIOCRATIC PARTY -· . PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT 
OF·THE UNITED $TATES OF THE UNITED STATES 
I HIRHY IIICURE IIY PMRIIIIICa 
FOR CAIIDIDATl·FOR THE OFPICI OF 
PRIIIIIIIIT Of 1ME UIITID ITA1£S TO 
- ... FOU.OWS, 
I -U'f DeCLAIII IIY PIIIIR-1 
POii CANDIDATE FOIi THE OfflCE OF 
VICI PIIUID&NT OF · THI! UIIITID 
ITA'lft TO - U l'OUOW8, 
CH§!!R M.AUONICt(I D OERALDWIU.IS D 
CYRll.E.SAGAN D D 
GE!!&QWWS D 
RE..-O'DONOVAN ASKEW D 
HUGH!,!-■Y D 
~~-ll!CICIIAN □ 
WALTER R. •ICH•NIIN bl 
RAYIIOND J. CAPLETTE Q 
ROY J . CI.EltlEMAN D 
ALAN M. CIIANST0N •Q 
JOHNGLENI Q 
GAAYHART g 




CLAUDIA. !!!!!!S,,!!!a 'O 
STE~ A. tcOCZAII b -
WIUJAIIIP.ICRBL - ; ; □ 
OEOROE 111:00VERN D 
WAL TEA F. IIONOALE D 
EDWARD T. 0 E>OMrfEU.. JR. D 
·LOCAL . 
Scholarships awarded to 
UNH juniors 
Three UN H juniors were recent!\' awarded John 
W. McConnell Scholarships . ·for academic 
achievement. Nancv Obuchowski of Trov New 
Hampshire, Kathe:ine O'Connel , of Lex'i~gton, 
Massachusetts, and Karen Sheein of North 
Berwick, Maine were ·honored with- the 
- scholarships, which to.ta! $1700. The awards are 
given to college j-uniors who show academic 
excellenc~~ participation in student activities, and 
financial need. Each of the girls has a grade point 
average of at least 3.81. 
International finance 
expe.rt to speak 
Gunter Dufey, an expert in inter-national finance 
w_ill be at the University on Thursday, March I to 
discuss .. Innovation and Developments in the 
International Financial M_arkets", at 3:30 p.m. iri 
roof!l 315 o~ McConnell Hall. Dufey is a professor 
· of· international business and finance at the 
University of Michigan. 
WEATHER 
Increasing cloudiness and a chance 
of snow a.re expected today, with highs 
in the upper 20's and low 30's. More 
.. snow is expected on Wednesday, but 
,. Thrusday should bring ·clearing skies 
atid wa-rmer te-mp~ratures., 
:Tt-fE NEW HAMPSHIRE TU-ESSAY, FEB _  RUARY 2?,. l984 PAGE THREE 
Chaos reig;ns at St . . 
Anselm debate 
· By Dan · Landrigan ' debate, but was told students 
Carnivalistic is the best were to watch the debate on 
word to describe the :monitors. 
atmosphere outside the Dana "Oh well, you have seven 
Center at St. Anselm's minutes · to be seated," said 
Co_llege last Thursday night the attendant. '"Just don't 
before the debate between t_e 11 the p e op I e from 
the eight major Democratic Harvard." · 
presidential candidates. . "What do you mean all of 
People clogged the ABC's pass.es have been 
entran_ce to th_e parking lot. picked up," I heard the man 
Re._ubin Askew's people, behind me exclaim in 
toting · orange Askew signs - ~xasperation as I headed · off 
and chanting · "we want to the debate. 
Rube," did their part to tie The scene inside the Dana 
up traffic. _ _ Center in no way reflected 
_ Pro-lifers and their the chaos outside. It was 
children were there. "I love controlled chao·s. 
life," was the message hung An army or .secret .service 
around one little girl's necL- agents controlled the crowd . 
J?e An!onio (left) talks with Bill Pfeffer of Blue Seal Feeds ·at the Alpha Zeta job fair i~ the MU B 
_(,!_1m Millard photo) · _ . _ · · · 
Jozef Mlot~Mroz of the pushing and prodding them 
Polish l=-'reedom Fighters toward the hall with a 
held -~ sign, topped by an myriad of checks a.long the • 
Amencan flag. way. · 
. "Let freedom rivg,'' -the After snapping - · off a 
. sign read. "Fight Jewish · picture to assure the gua-rds 
N 
· h · bankers and J · h that my - camera wasn't _ a uns . s are El SaI·vado· r . per·1·1s munist satanic ~:~ssp~~~i}~_.~ gun, and ·having my ticket 
· _ - - _ At the press certification checked _ by anyone along the 
· desk, the attendant grimaced long hallway who demanded 
By Michelle Evans "We've had a history of Orient was closed during ,. and shook her hea~ as she to see it, I arrived in the 
Over tea and carrot cake, violence to our sisters in the World V.'ar II, our sisters - du,¥ my pass out- of her file . hall. · · 
Sister Joan Petrik -described Maryknoll communit\·," the _ stayed there in coricentration . You ~ere supposed to be · Feeling slightly dazed, i 
the perils of Christian -soft-spoken Petrik.,_ said. camps." h~re a lot_ earlier," she said, made ·my way into the press 
missionary work · in El "More than 50 of our si-sters Casually dressed in slacks with a sigh of resolve. section, . trying to hide the 
Salvador, as a member of were in .concentration camps and a turtlepeck, Sister, Joan Then another pr?b'lem spaghetti sauce stains on ill\' 
the MarvknolL Sisters. · in th~ Phillippines. When Hre NtJNS, pa~? a:rose. I had been given a yellow shirt, and pretended .,I -
ticket to actually get into the DEBATE, page 4 
Mary Knoll sisters showed a movie about El Salvador--to 
students in the Catholic Student Center. ( Frank Consentino 
photo) . . -
Author waryof US government 
\By Margaret Consalvi president for Academic 
•:r"The adm-inistratipn is Affairs, unleashed the · 
MA D, " s a id· · -· Dr. H e I en s t a g g e r i J1 g a m o u n t o f 
Caldicott, medical doctor and incompetency · .in the Reagan 
-:activist. administration. · · 
Caidicott, author of Nuclear In an interview · with 
Madness, discussed -the President ~eagan, Caldicott 
poss•ibility of no future due to said that even though Reagan · 
·n_uclear weapons last Frida v ·(n · · admitted 'he · had never met a 
Johnson Theatre. ., Russian, . nor· _spokeh lo a 
"'We're in the hands of Russianleader.aHRu-ssiat:isarc 
incompetems," she said. "The "totally .. eviJ i goye·r ri~d 
President and Secretarv of Communists." · .. 
State control our Jives . ., The She said Rea_gan quoted 
administration believes we can Reader'.\· Digesl saying that 
fight and win a nuclear war in a people who wor_k for the -
six month period! - That's nuclear freeze are either KGB 
MAD!" agents or Soviet agents. · 
Sponsored by Students for ·•I've beeri practicing 
Disarmament and Peace. · the medicine· for 20 \'ears and 
dark-haired doctor, wearing a- ral"ely have I met such -an 
raspberry sweater dress with a uni n t e 11 i gent person.'' 
simple strand of pearls. spoke Caldicott said of the President, 
knowledgably about the fate of dr· win, - a loud ~ round of 
the earth. 
Caldicott. introduced by Dr. i 
Raymond Erikson. vice 
?,pplause. _,. 
I' ea~diddffr s'a'id she"· '.tried'' to l 
point , out the evils of nuclear 
war ; to ; Reagati : Howe've~, 
.R ·ea g a n -ne Ve r a n s we red 
anything, she said. He simply 
"anecdoted". · ~ 
"He thinks he's John 
Wayne.:' sne said . . 
. CaldicoH .cited e_xampfos to 
back~ up" .,:her, opiniorrs · ,of 
Reagan . -~ _ ;,_ . -" , -
L'aldiqjH .said - President 
Reagan had opposed ever~-
arms control _ agreement tha.,t 
has_ come up bet'ween the Soviet 
Limon ~nd the United States. 
Ac~ordmg to · another Times 
_art1cl_e _she read, he postponed 
mdefm1tely _ negotiations on a 
cof!l,Preh_ensive. test bari ~reaty · 
wh1~h the R uss1ans were read,i 
t_o Sign, because he said more 
AUTHOR, . a e 6 . 
King seeks . world government 
By Dan Landrigan 
William King is a Demo-
cratic presidential candi-
date running on "God\ plat-
form." · · 
His motivation for seeking 
the presidency is his . belief 
that a "world government" is 
fo rm i ·n g w h i c h w i ·I I be 
headed by an anti-Christ. 
Most of his political stands 
-are based on biblical 
passages. 1 
For example. if people 
would be · guided by _ the 
Bible, King said, the Social 
Security system could be 
abolished, due to God's call 
for family support in his 
· Fifth Commandment. · '"Hon-
or . th) _ father ahd ni~Hher." 
Another of King\ propo-
sals would allow poor people 
into farmers' fie·los to glean 
_what 'was _ left over after the 
WII.U.-UI Kfi\G -
harvest. .a c<;>mtnon practice 
in biblical' times, he · said; 
King ·supports ·a bafa~ced 
b udget, prayer in schools 
and judicial . system reform. 
He is opposed to abortion. 
people musi form · life-long 
rela tionships before engaging 
in sex. he said. · · 
· . T he dee.line in popularit\· 
of permanent marriages . i~ 
partly responsible for the 
large welfare system · in the 
US. , " . 
· "The only job some · 
women are suited for is 
being an un-wed mother for . 
the government,"' he said. 
"'Through learning the 
gospel, . th~se people can 
learn a hf e~tyle making· them · 
capable of supporting 
themselves.·• · 
KING~ page 4 
Dr Helen -Caldicot spoke to faculty and students after 
autographing her IK,tok at the UNH Bookstore. (Toby Green 
photo) · 
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didn 'r notice that every other . second-place man .,· ;i~~e his 
man in the place was strong Jinish in Jowa., and 
wearing ' a tie. finally. John Glenn~ the 
Seated among veterans of recently , pethroned ~.econd-
the · news business. I felt · place man after a '' ·weaJ< 
intimidated just listeriing to showing , in Iowa . . . . 
the conversation. . The ~udience applauded 
"Ron . . qice piece on the and . resumed -talking . ~s the 
drinking law . ., photogrµp,hers parad~q,) n1 · to 
"Thanks... Ron replied. -. get a sJ1qt at the candidates 
"You going up . to DixviHe . milling around on the .stage 
Notch · this year?" · like a group of ninth graders 
"Oh sure. I wouldn't m. is_,.s · f" at their/ , 1rst school ·. cfance. 
it," Ron said ... I'm going to ""Photo Op. Please turn 
Dixville Notch and Patts around," , yelled the . photo-
Location-- talk about · a graphers.1 . . 
glutton for punishment." ""Will the next..president of 
The ·candidates . began the United States . pleas.~. turn 
filing on stage: Ern .est around.~·•·, · 
Hollings. A la n Cranston. At eight o'clock the Secret 
and Reubin Askew. Service hustled them out -
The audience applauded . it wa:; time f01- the dcbu\c to 
George McGovern and begin. 
Jesse Jackson appeat~c! niXt. Hart was challenged to 
closely followed .-by Barbara come· up with .two ideas to 
Walter·s. the moderator. substantiate his reputation as 
The audience applauded: a man of new ideas. 
they showed no favoritism. He outlined his program 
Walter Mondale. the front for reducing -the production 
runner. came out. ·. Gary of plutoniu·m for nuclear 
Hart. the newly crowned weapons and his plan to 
( continued from page 3) -
subsidize retraining programs 
for workers displaced by the 
. recession.' ~ , 
Jacksorf ; ·was ·accused -· of 
referring,' to New York Jews 
as .. H yrrries." 
.. I am not anti-semitic~" 
Jackson replied. 
· The . ' presence of Barbara 
Walters '• o:n stage sparked as 
many · comments from the 
press ·as · any of the candi-
dates. Their attitude toward 
he-r was -~me of mild dis·gust 
and professional jealousy: , 
"'Come · on "Bah-Bah', · 1et's 
get going;., . someone called 
out. . · 
As M o,ndale outlined his 
tax program. · which limits 
. the third ,·ear of President 
Ronald Rc:agan's tax cut for 
people with incomes over 
$60,000 . a ,year. someone 
commented, ""That's vou 
Barbara!" J • 
The tone of the questions 
then settled down and the 
candidates responded easily, 
occasionally providing 
humerous answers. 
Walter Mondale responded 
to a question of whethe'i he 
would consider becor:ning a 
vice-presidential candidate by 
pointing out be tried it -once 
and wouldn't want ;the job 
again . 
McGovern admitted. 
'"When I was in the US 
Senate I might have said 
'no', as Fritz just did. but I 
don't have .a job now ..... l 
need help!" · 
. After the debate, the 
concensus in the press 
section was that it was 
boring a_nd Walter Mondale 
had won b)' virtue of the 
fact that he· hadn't lost. 
Some reporters rushed to 
pho·nes, while others sat 
bunging uwuy ·. ut portable 
word processors bringing the 
news of the · debate t-o the 
world within moments of' its · 
conclusion. 
In contrast, I went to the 
St, Anselm library in search 
of an angle·, or a student 
who could put all this in 
persp.ective. cut through all 
the pomp with an insightful. 
yet witty. comment. 
I . found .one basketball 
player who was at practice 
during the debate and a 
bunch _ of cranky. study-
weary students, who were 
not in the mood to discuss 
politics. 
0 u t s ·i d e . c a m e r a m e n 
followed the candidates as 
they made their wa ,, to the 
reception building. J Student 
nurses .ran from candidate to. · 
candidate like fans at a rnck 
concert. 
Most of the crowds had 
dissipated into individuals 
roaming around the · campus. 
· The gro.up supporting . ZZ 
Top for president · remained 
united . 
The polish freedom fighter 
was dragged off screaming 
"God bless America, land 
that I loye," in . a heavy . 
Polish accent. One Secret 
Service agent followed, 
dragging the man's American 
flag on the ground behind · 
him. . 
----,.-------------KING---------------
Avoiding comment on US 
involvement in Lebanon and 
the nuclear freeze movement 
Kind sums up his foreig~ 
policy with another quote 
from the Bible: "'Go into all 
the world and preach the · 
gospel." 
< continued from page 3) 
government documents. h. · ·d ·teacli ... ei·s·. arms ·· race, e sa1 . · 
King says Canadian· Prime · · · 
Minister Pierre Trudeau is King . produced a newspa- The passage King cited 
one of the main .forces per clip showing President was from 2 Corinthians 
working for a world Ronal'd Reagan wi Sihing 11:12. ··1f there come any 
government. The license Trudeau ··God Speed" in his unto you. and bring not this · 
arms control efforts on doctrine. receive him not 
plate -on Trudeau's car 
contains . the numbers 666 , December 16.1983. It 
was into your house, neither bid 
King said, showing a photo this action whicjl prompted him God speed." 
of the plate. . King to run for the Ki.ng advises Christians to 
P res.idency because of a band together and form Trudeau has also been - ' - • passage · ni • the Bible which · small, self-sufficient commu-
trymg _ to organize a ,world •. f b · d · d · , , 1· 1 · · , - · · ' · · 
must provide their own food 
as it will become impossible 
Kmg says he paid the 
$ l000 registration fee to 
have his name put on the 
NH primary ballot without 
i~tentions of winning the 
February 28 primary. If he 
can_ beat one of the eight 
maJor Democratic ca ndi-
dates K111d said "he will . be 
pleased. · / ' -
The symbol of the anti-
Christ · government King 
fears will be the numbers 
666, . which; .He says, are 
already appearing on various w·ide progi_:am limiting , the l or 
I s ai. t'ng a se rntie~: __ lhese communities .... ___ __... __________ llllllllllii ____________ ...,:.:...;;,,;,.~..;.JI 
ROOM DRAW -
.· 1984 . 
~~udents ·fiving in 
the . ~esidenc_e Halls 
are eligible to. participate. · 
MARCH 5-7, 1984 
Submit Housing Applications 
Stoke Hall Games Room 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily 
MARCH 22, 23 & 26, 1984 
S,ign Room and Board 
Agreements. Pay housing 
deposits. 
Stoke· Hall Games Room 
3122 & 3123 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
3126 8 a.m. - 7p.m .. 
APRI~ 2-·~, ·-1984 
i ****'****************** 
Petitions for--~~-~ 
--Student Body President-· ----
Student Body Vice President 
will .be av-ailable 
! 
·"' ; ,~ . 
~nday _ March ~?th ___ ___ 
!l!tl 
l 
.- ,) ;:t: 




March 1-8 WOMEN AND THE . CHANGING 
NATURE OF THE FAMILY 
Featuring: _ 
Speaker: Author-Barbara Eherenreich,- March 5 at 8 
p.m., Parsons Hall, Room LIOI 
Films: Women in Nicaragua, March I at 3 p.m., 
Forum Room, ·Dimond Librarv 
. .I 
Adams Rib, March 6 at 7 p.m., Strafford 
~oom, MUB 
Panel: The Black Familv from a Black · Women's 
Perspective, March 7, 3-5 p.m. 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, MUB 
*************.*********•·••****•****••·····~· 
· Complet_e schedules and ·infor~ation available -
_ at M_UB Information ·Desk, Dimond Library I 
. _ and Commuter Transfer Center - -
t.q,.f.Qt . ~cg.~~ 
PAGE FIVE 
V oMr StMt,ettt Commitec 
Ott popM lar etttertaittmcttt is . 
ttOW a_cceptittg applicatiotts for 
the f ollowittg positiotts 
HOSPITAUTY 
The Hospitality Man-
ager is in contact through 
the President with regards 
to the performer's 
demands for - their 
hospitality needs. - This 
includes food preparation 
for up to thirty-five people, 
.maintaining the dressing 
rooms, and any other 
weird · demands that a 
band might have. 
PUBLICITY 
The Publicity Manager 
communicates all SCOPE 
events to first the student 
population and then to the . 
general public. The 
Publicity Manager designs 
and coordinates all 
advertising that includes 
but not limited to posters, 
radio, television, and any 
other gimmicks that -can 
be thought of. The 
- ~ubliclty Manager also 
initiates and coordinates 
any and all surveys that 
are instituted by SCOPE. 
Pick up a1,p1icatiotts at the SCOP£·officc. -
Room 146 itt tl1e MVB ---- -
For the ·1 984-1985 school year 
PAGE SIX THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1984 
NOTICES ----A UT.HOR 
_,,r"_c/· . ,, $--· --:....._ Gl::RMJ\N 1--ASCHINGSI--TST: Sponsored h) 
ATHLETICS AND ,RECREATION -ll~~lJtA- German Club . Celebrating the Cierman tradi1ion 
·( continued from . page 3) 
MURAL ·ENTRY ROSTERS DU~: fot~~-~ _ural .· ol'_"'; l-aschings with costumes. prizes and real 
rosters are due on Monday. March 5 tor MeH~'and • Gcrnfan tfood and music . Wi.:d11t:sda,. Fehruan 
Women's Hall Hockey. Co-R~c Voll~yball. Co- , :~29 . PUB:•:.. Nfemorial Union;-:8 to 11 :30 p.m .. Fre~. ' 
nuclear . testing needs to be 
done. 
. Rec ,.Basketball. and Womens Bowl mg. B,l_ank · · · :, .. · : ~ • · 
· roster; available in Recreational Sports .J}tfiee. ' ' AC.Cit>U &,.Tl NG DAY: Sponsorcd b) Acc6unting 
Room 151. ·Field Hdose: · Commuter/ h fifhsfer ·' St.udent:..,7Association . Ldu'n ahout opportunities 
Caldicott said Reagan has 
returned treaties signed by 
former Presidents Richard 
Nixon and Gerald Ford to 
Center. Memorial Union and from your'd'oi-ms' ' i,1' :_, itecoti-nting and finance ·trom industr~ 
· spqrts· manager. For more i-nformation) "-· call j,rofcssit?nfds. Thursday. M .. ,rch I. Room 20X; 
· Moscow for revision and 
refuses to resume discussions 
limiting anti-satellite wea -
pons. · Additionally, she said 
he has ignored a USSR-
proposed anit-sa_tellite treaty. 
Re_c:eat .ional Sp(~rts at 862-203 I. :Mc'C{rnrn:11 Hall. I p.rn. · 
. {'::·'ii-':. 
MEN-.S INDIVIDUAL BOWLING TOU'RNA-
M EN.T: Spor;isored by Recreational Sports and 
The Ga.mes Room. No handicaps. H ighcst three 
strings wins. Wednesday. February 29. J}ames 
Room. Memorial Union. ·6:30 p.rtf \: No 
preregistration necessary but must .be at Qames 
Room promptly at 6:30 -p.ni. Open to all fu:fl'...tin1e 
. undergraduate students-o.nly. * I ntram4ta};li_ague 
bowlers-note change in date, . 
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM: s ·pon~/<;rcd by 
Recre_ational _ Sr.orts- pepartment. A .. highly 
Mgarnzed swim instruction program oller-e·d to 
children of the University community _and 
''n.eighboring c9mmunities . · Classes rest1;f:c'.t:-cd in 
size. to be held on Saturdays. from March 24 to 
May 5. Registration held Mai-ch 12-16.R<~.qn11~1. 
-Field House. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Call Recreational 
-~ports. 8.62-2031 for more .information. ;c.•>Y, 
CAREER - ( '' ·· icv 
· RESUME CRIT_IQlJE: Sponsored by , ~)ireer 
Planning and Placcfricnt. An opp<irtunity for 
students to receive feedback on final dr:aft J.c.sumes 
. \)·i, a ·fir<t~come / fif"s0t'-~~'i:\1cd ': basis . Wcditc~di1y. 
· Februarv 29. Room 203. Huddleston. I :JO .to 4:30 · 
_p.m. ., !'7'< -1::· · ~l' · 
EXPLORING CAR'E.E·R OPTIONS; .-;AND 
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION: 
Sponsored b) Career -Planning- and Pli1cemcnt. 
, Wednesday. February 29. Grafton Room. 
Memqr ial Union. 6 to 7:30 p.m. ; 1-3;,',., 
~tNTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored b_y Career Planning and Placement. 
Students may learn of how they arc coming across 
during their on-campus interviews on a first -
. come/ first-served basis. Thursday; March I. 
;Room 203. Huddleston. 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
t:LUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
0:SKI CLUB TRIP SIGN UPS: It's never too late in 
~Me season if you're skiing with us. We l1avc been 
.f 'f!:ioying great skii1rn for tht:.;past few w~cks . Check 
.()Ut our schedule Tucsda) . +·t!brut11:5: 28. Balcony 
· lable. Memorial Union. 11 a.m. to 2, p.m. 
UNH HORSEMANS CLUB: Tucsda:,. February 
28. Room 212. Kendall. 7 p.m. _ 
UNH··, w :1NDSlJRI-INCi . Cl.UH MEFTING: 
Sp6·nso;r~tj b) Recreatiomil Sports Dcpartmrnt. 
1-•ilm "', Jt) · he shown . Duts \.\ill he collected. 
· Tl1u1<<l~t.) .'~ Ma rch I. Room 129, Hamilton Smith. 
6:30 P;.m'': New and old m<.:mhers welcome. 
. NATiOJ\AL STUTTERING PROJECT 
·M EEl·I NG : A national scll'hclp group !'or and 
ahout pJii'plc whil ~tuttcr. Quest speaker. George 
Harmon·. will speak on a link between dys lexia and 
stuttcrinl.!. ThursdaY. Mardi I. Room 20 I. Horton 
Snci!d S~i'i.mi..' c..' . 7·fO p . r-n . · 
The Russians a !so proposed 
a nuclear freeze four months 
ago at the United Nations. 
according to Caldicott. The 
whole world voted for it except 
the US. because the admin-
istration is a bunch of .. gung-ho 
cowbo~/s" who don't believe in 
. nuclear freeze. 
CONTR¼ DANCE WITH · SW AI.I.OWTAII.: "America has set up it's own 
Sponsor&'[( h~. UN H Coun~ry Dancers. Beginners suicide. that's not a very 
wclcomc1/>All dances taug_ht. Wear sort -soled patriotic thing to have done." 
shoes. 1 J-,:1dav. March 2. Strafford Room. she said. . 
M.cmo,:iil ~U nfon. 8:30 p,in,: $J ,rd mission. The · Russians arc scared 
,.~~i -~ . . 
• · because t hev a re ta rg·1eted by the HEAL:T'fl . ". .J -
N lJ TR tr:f.I o NA I. A s:S'E s s MEN T AND four nuclear nations of France. 
COUNSELING SERVICES :Sponsored by England . . · China. and the 
~umar.i. Nbtrition Ce_ntei·. ·Provid~s c~mplctc nu_ti- United States. she said. ..I 
t1onal. Hi\'s'cssmcnt of your .present dietary habits. tremble with fear when the 
For mot1~inforrnatioi1; .calJ .862-1704. · President calls them barbarians 
(~i, , ,, or an evil empire ... Caldicott 
SPIRfl l:D AND NON-SPLRITED DRINK said. ""Does that man not 
DEM,ONSTRATION: ~po11sorcd h~ Hea lth understand basic human 
Educati ef,iX: Center. Demoi1stratcs' ho)\ to mix psychology'?! you don't do that 
alcoholi &'~"';orinks propc1;b-, .. as weU as altcrn,)!ivc . to people who hq,ld your h1ture 
beverage's. Facts about'. alct>hol and its effects arc in their hands!,. . • 
also ct g-'cussed. We-o~h7e;;.da f . Fchruarr 29. . 
Alexn-Htj.J ;,. 7 p.m.• , Y L:' » . Saidicott said the comp~t~.rs 
~w· . "' ~{Ji<' ,1 ;· wh1cr,h, detect nuclear m1ss11'e 
COMPUTER SER!Yt:tt££S--»·;:. . ... , . ..;· ., 1~ och:ings arc.:'S,a-::,sei.:i:,6(_ .old 
Non-crcpit. ~ourscs tor a nom)nal' fee arc listed Honeywells thc1t bi'eak ·down 
. below. Rc¥istration !s required. Call 86? ~3527 or 1! .· :·cvery -=35 minutes, . . 
stop by Room 2E. Stoke Cluster. Add1t1onal· $5 ·· · "They're bad news." she said . 
charge for non- l,JSN H personnel. A_ll c~rnr_Scs arc .. The .incident of errors is 
he ld in Slokc Cluster unless ·other'w1sc md1cated. · , '· focreasing. Everyday. life is an 
. Fl LE ACCESS CONTROL-This co·ursc c\pl,;ins ,° , . abs,?lute gift! Your e~ams don't 
protccti.,i~.'.codes as the~. apply t,\ indiJ i<lci,ifl'ilcs · .-~ .~; !eL :int~: .ne.xt eight a~.d a 
and UI-0"!,•on the DEC 10. Users an: abo ta-ught • , hal t months ~-0U ve got to sav~ 
how ttl ci.filtrohtcccss to files in their disk areas· the world ." 
through :1f onstn.,1ction and maintenace or an According to the doctor. the 
ACCESS.USR file. Monday. March 5 from 2 to 4 nuclear bomb will enter at 20 
p.m. $2. 
00 
times . the speed of sound and 
TNT in one-millionth of a 
second. It will leave a hole 
three-fourths of a mile wide 
and 800 feet · deep. Nearly 
everyone will be vaporized 
within a six mile radius. ·and 
almost even·one will be killed 
within a 20 "mile radius. -
. A shock wave with winds of 
500 miles per hour will pick 
people up and turn them into 
missiles traveling at I 00 miles 
per hour. she said. 
Her description became 
gruesome -as she talked about 
air cutting off heads a;,d limbs . 
••your C\'es will melt and run 
down' yo~r cheeks. and your 
• tongue will be extrapolated 
from your mouth. You will be 
in awful pain, all ALONE,''~hc 
warned.- She added that the · 
administration "has been 
stockpiling huge amounts of 
morphine for such an 
occurance . ., 
After the explosion. 
Caldicott said the earth wiil be 
encompassed in thick -dark 
smoke. There will be raging 
· snowstorms and tempdatures 
of -55 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Any survivors wiil suffer ' 
from radiation s~ckness. 
evidenced by hair loss. blee·d'ing 
under the skin. and fatal 
intestinal problems. 
..People who instigated these 
nuclear policies · should be 
jailed • ., Caldicott said ... When 
nuclear war . plans,., ~re 
formulated in Congress and the 
Pentagon. the above effects are 
never considered." 
.. She sai.d Reagan plans to 
b 'uild 17 .000 . more bornhs 
within the next 10 years . 
, "9nly the svP1rpowcrs can 
hln\v. un the \\'Orld." Cald'icdtt 
-said, , .. and'' )the5' beMfve like 
four-year-old ·boys ·in the sand 
box arguing about whose got 
the biggest one - I call it 
missile envy." -
r~~? . ~·- ·- . -
lCJ°ESD-AY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored hyCamp·us' 
:C\ .usadc t\)I" Christ. A time for fun. fi.:llo.wship and 
t~ 1rning . . Guest speaker, Jim Keller; CCC ~rca 
[?ih:ctor. .' Tuesday. February 28. Room 307 .. 
H'tffton Social Science. 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
·INTROG.UCTION TO COM PUTEgS- l .l : Two- explode with 20 million tons of 
ses.sion c~iurse attempts to put the new user at case --•·.i·'~' ----•-----•---•· ·•· '11111"----~•---1 
. by hand:t trn demonstration and discussion or 
:PREHISTORIC SETTt :tMENT PAlTERNS . 
1N N. H.: Sronsorcd b) Anthropology Club. Vick) 
Ken, on. President of N. H. Archaeologica I 
~foci~tf will address how and why prehistoric 
hcftives ~cttled where they did. Tuesday. February 
2~. Belknap Roori1. Memorial Union. 7:30 ,p.m . 
Club meeting. 7 p.m. · 
. rEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZTION 
MEETING: Tuesday; Fchruar) 28. Mcri·imack 
_Room. Memorial Union . 7 to 8 p.m. 
~-RENCH CI.UH MEETING: Celebration of. 
J\1ardi :Gras. and reception for M. Gcnton will be 
.. discussed. Wednesday. Fcbruar·y 29. Room !'02. 
·Murkland. 2 p.m. : 
~ :~: . ' 
. ~STUDENTS FOR r.tBERTY MEETING: 
Wednesday. Fcbruari 29. HanO\cr room 
lVlemorial Union. 7:30 p.m. 
·'.PlWGRAM ON THE CRISIS IN CENTRAi. 
AMERICA: Sponsqred h: Student and Facult) 
Commities on Ccn.tral America. Films about 
, C;cnta l Amcrid1 wi ll be presented. Wcd11esd,i). 
February 29. Room 2IX. Paul Creative Arts. 7 to9 
,p.m. and Thursday : March r Strafford Room. 
Memorial Union. 10 a:m. to noon . . A panel 
_discussion with faculty members From around Ne\.\ 
E 11 g la n d f o 11 ow c d h y p r cs c n ta t i-o 11 s fro m 
representatives of the Nicaraguan em bass: and the 
Democratic Revolutionan. Front or El Sal\ador 
will hegi,n Thursday, Mar~·h I. 12:30 p.m .. 
computc1_(~crmiwolog) and capabilities. Tuesday . . 
, March -6 .a,.i1d Thursdav. March X from 9:30 a.m . to . 
noon. ·1-~·t:Js $4. · 
~F~NERA.i . 
MlJB M.IN1 :. coURSE INSTRUCTORS 
WANTED~: Student Activities Programming 
Office is , fooking for instructors for the mini -
courses. i:i'·ihcre is a subject you ·can teach. or oi1e 
\OU wan r·n ) learn. send. us {our ideas. If \OU arc 
4ualified-i to teach a class: please include your 
qualifications. Send to Mini Cour'ses. Student 
Acti :< itics '.-cRoom 126. Memorial Union . -.~ . 
CHANN'E-L 11 "EARLY BIRD AUCTION": The 
auction "';i.11 be broadcast Thursday. March l. 9 · · 
p.m. Domition to be awarded 'to highest bidder 'is : . 
an I l -da\~1 British lslcs 1 Norwegian 1-jords Cruise .. 
I-or irifo;·n1ation. call Chann<.: I 11 auctioi1 ollice 
862- 1954° . or- w~1tch New . Hampsl1ire · Pub'lic 
Televisioi1: ) tatiq_ns : 
STU DEN·( BODY PR ES ID ENT Al\ D VICE . 
PRESIDiNT PETITIONS: Petitions ii"· .. iilahlc in 
Student Senate Office. Ro<.)111 IJ(f. Memoria l 
Union lron1 March 5 to March 2J form 9 a.m . to 4 
p.m. Persons wishing to run must pick up petitions 
and secure 200 siilnatures to he submitted no later 
than 3 p.m. on March 25 -to Room 130. MU B. 
STRESS ~ ENDURANCE EXAMINATIONS: . 
Sponsore:d by Lit,'e Qualit) (Studeilt Affairs). You 
can't allo.rd to miss this painless c\pcriencc. You 
will hmc the opportunity to check ;our ·blood 
p1:cssli1-c. pu lse. pu lse recmer) . . and prarticc 
re laxatio.n techn i4ucs. Monda~. March - 5. 
SenalL' Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 
11 :30 ro UO p.m. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-2 0) 1s pu·~.\1shcd and distributed semi- . 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our olllces arc located 111 Room 151 ; 
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham. N.H. 03824. Bus11.1c~s 
)llice hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM -2 PM .. Acadet'nic year s~b)cnpt1011: 
$20.00 . Thi.rd class postage paid at Durham.NH 0~8.24. A_dv~rt1scrs should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hamps~1re w1. II 111 no cas(·. b~'. 
responsible for typographica I or other errors. but will repi'111t tha.t _pa rt l?l .. a n 
adverti~ement in which -a typographical error appears. ti . not1lted 
•immed-iilwtv:· POSTMASTER: send address changes to. 7h,· _Ne11· 
Hampshire~ 151 MUB. UNH, Qurharn. NH.03824. rt.OOOcop1esper1ssue 
printed ,by ·!6urnal Tribune. Biddeford Maine. · · 
·oon't forget to vote 
"' has curl) , ,gray·, hai.r . and 
. livefy blue . eyes. Slie spent 
eight J ears in El Salvador as 
a missionary. beginning , in 
i973. . 
. As ,a parish admi•nis:t(ator 
· in rural ,El Salvadoi:. Petrik 
expe,'.i'enced · (irst 6and the 
cons.t.ant threats directed 
towa,:ds Chrisi.ian organiza-
tions . by ,the present . regime. 
. "The Christian .communi-
ties were •a'. special objt;ct . of 
persecufro'n because of their 
unity," Petrik said. "They 
were so ·united that they 
were noi manipulable. like 
the . rest of t'he · ,pe()ple." 
, During Petrik\ mission in 
El Salvi:1-dor, eleven .priests 
were kill~d. and Archbishop 
Arnulfo Romero. a leader of 
i h .e S a I v ;,i d o r a n Ca t h o I i c 
church. was assassi-nated 
while · celebrating a · mass. 
Petrik left El Salvador 
several months · before the. 
· mu.rdei· of three nuns 
belonging to the . ·Mary knoll 
siste·rs. and anothe.r Ameri-
can hi)· ·. worker. The U.S. 
government d.id not press for 
the so'hJtion of the murders. 
but it was believed to be a 
politicai' suppression of the. 
nuns' .. subversi-ve". human 
rights work.'. · · • . 
When PetnK-t1rst arnvc:u 
in El Salvador, members of 
her ·P<;t~is~ wer~ . u~ed ~o 
absolute · authority . in the 
relrgi o u_s figures of the 
·community. . 
.. I asked thehl not to call 
me ·madre'. the t)pical . title 
for religiou's ~ women. ju~t tn 
call me. ·J_µanica·:~ Petrik 
,said'" · ·:Thai-t,:\\'.a( io·o mu_ch · 
-fo( ' 'the·m.·, so, ,then ,. ·I ~aid. 
"Herma~a· because i'm here 
to work side by side with • 
you." 
· .. I've always felt ,t warmth 
there." -Petrik said. ··When 
one. -., o.f our _sisters was,. 
,cleaving El Salvador, a group 
;spontaneously came to the 
·;; house and said we had 
:. understood_ t_hem bet.~er t_han 
· ;any other .North· Americans. 
· T,hev· called us . Salvad·orans 
\ ·ou are a Salvadoran, 
·\ .. like:· we - ar~_:-· , 
· "•"--S'ister-· J.oan a'nd . Sist'er 
.,frloria· Ryan. alsb gray-
haired. bespt~tacl_cd. ~n.d 
< politically aware. travelled 
from Marv Kn o 11. New 
'.
1
Y{lfk~ to the u niyers1ty of 
~e\v . Hampshire ·1S _Jcmd~ct 
. ';a semfoar ' ori opp,;ession in 
- the · third · -world. . - . -
:o: . The .scn1foar ·was held on 
''S-aturda,-~ :·Feb: 25. in the 
.:catholi; Student Centei·. _ and 
_· . was attended by . UNH 
· .faculty and . students: as well 
· as Durham residents. _ 
The seminar used filins. 
slides. simulation games. and 
small group discussions to 
.. understand .the· dynamics of 
greed." said Jeanne Wether-
by. Assistant Chaplain of the 
Catholic . Student Center. 
. One film. ..The Seeds of 
·•Liberty". depicted "the 
pol'itical strife of El . 
Salvador. and .the conflict 
with the Mar.vknoll workers 
there. culmi~ating in the 
murder of the nuns. 
.. It was an attempt to 
r a i s e c o n s c i o u s n e·s s · o f 
oppress.ion in the third 
-world. and the part that our 
own government play" in it~ 
· and we were amazed that 
the group was actually very'--
aware of it already._" Ryan 
said. ··· -- · - .- · · · 
Th c M a r y k n o,11 or de r. 
based in New Yotk. was 
. , ... .,,,, 
.:.. ~~ O.w-0:,< ~ • ,.-« ~,. 
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'found'ed by Moll); R~gers, a -. whei·e ,' they're . rt1d~il:l,. ·non- . 
professor at _ Smith College. , Christ'iari .• we're ) ~f%.:) 1ot. to ' 
in 1912. with , missionary do any proselytizing or 
· wqrk _ its main ,goal. bringing : peopl~.-:, j,T)!·O , t,he 
- ''Many of the men in _the - Catholic ,church~t. ,but : as a 
church didn't feel that . it was presence to unders•tand a-nd 
'the place for women, , to go work w il h t hd/e 101 her . 
out' on the ,fore_ign missions." . r_eligions." 
Petrik said. _ "They_ espec.iall} . Sister Gloria -. sp-e}i,t 22 
considered the American years in the Phillippines, on. 
women much too pampered a . rnissioA that ,began in · 
and weak. So it was a long 195 L She was first . inspired 
time before we were able to to missionary work '~ in -the 
get' 'recogniti'o·ri as a religio.us · eighth grade, and has always 
·comn\unity not until wanted to serv'e· 'in Asia. 
1921. But the communitv This is the final vt!'ar ·of her . 
grew very rapidly." - furlough in the \:\~t~s, · and 
. , The ·order· currently has she . hopes. to return,, Jo the 
missionaries stationed in 24 Phillippin~s. providftd that 
co-untries. _including nations the country is not closed to 
in Africa. Asia. and Central missionaries at .. thatl '. time. 
America. Sister Joan . hopes to 
.. We've got the beginning:, return · to EI · Salva~Oi' ~ome 
of violence in almost all _the day, but the -current ' threat 
countries where we are of the death squaiis' there 
Africa. Korea. Taiwan," has closed the countrv at 
Petrik said. ..With repres- this time. The . M.-a.ryknoll 
sion people begin · to erupt. Sisters can pa-rti'~ipate , in 
be_ca use of the . oppression." their assignments, another of 
Latin .. America· is 90 the order's innovations. 
percent Catholic. but Soon, she wi-11 be return-
_according to · Petrik, .. Our ing to Central America. to 
sisters find very viable work work with · Salvidoran · 
-in almost every country. _In r~fugees m Nicar~gu_a. 
B~ng_l~~esh. -Sudan, . ~_oll_ntnes 
Tue. Tamirig o 
Shrew . 
. . av William s~~pe-~ 
Directed ~f . Gilbert J3. Davenpo~ 
. Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Univ~rsity of New Hampshire 
Durham_ 
February 29-March 3 at 8 p.m. 
· - · 'Maim l at 2 p.m. -· . -.-
Previews: February 27 and 28 .at 8 p.m: 
General:54 
UNH Student/Employee/ Alumni and 
Senior Citizens: $3 
Previews: $1 
Reservations: ( 603) 862-2190 
Dinner 'Theater J)ackage -
~ew-1:ngland _Center Restaurant -
·.• BLOOD PRESSURE 
SCREENING .. 
.Every 
Monday & Wednesday 
MUB Resource Booth -
outs_ide Strafford Room 
· Memorial Union 





! 1 f • ~ , ) 
• -r A > ;~ ~ 
,f ' 
' ,, 
Fe~~u_ary 28 to. -M-arcb 6 
Cat's Closet at the MUB 
;_. _l I_,;• t 1 • • --t _< ' ' 
·'Free- an Arg'.us po~her wi(h-the purchase_~ of _; 
Dahskin leotards·, :legwarmers or sweatpartts. 
, . 
-;sreledion of Dakin St. Patrick's Day 
-stwffed animals, while they _last . . 
! '. .~ ~ • ' : ; I • 
[' - '" - : . 
Check the Clo$et for unadvejTt1$ed $pecials.- · 
_;; ! • < ( • • ·- • R - , • 
,,.,... I • • • 
l"" ( , ~ ' ~ ' - · • • l . i / 
MUB , Cafeteria ! -l. ~-ii~ 
: i\_' .. "Let us pre~are ·lun9h;: for you"-. 
Tuesday_,, F~tl. 28 ;,Si:t:ver Pal at~'.' , . 
;, '[1,.. ~ : : :' ./ ~ t·-/ ,: ~ ~ . - -;:--' ~ /_;_ : .. f . ..' 
· SP.inach & Ricotta .Stuffed Tomatoes 
$1.40:· 
.85 
.75 Basque Rice & Pepper Soup 





• 29 . 
"Grandmother's Favorites" : 
Hamburg Stroganoff w/ Buttered 
, Eag _Noodles . 
Brocolli Bake 
Fre~ch Veg_etable Beef Soup 
:, ' ,· / , 
Corn Chowder · · · 
Norw~igan .Apple Pie 





Mushroom Soup Paprika 
Spice Cake 
.I 
MUB Cafeteria servi.ng Breakfast 
· 1.70 
-· 1.25 






Monday through Friday 7:30:..11 a.m.; , 
Lunch Monday through Friday 11 a.m.~3 p.m.-
and Night Grill Monday through Thursday · 
3:30- . 
ffering quali_ty_ us~_d 
spring and summer clothing 
for bargain prices at... 
St. aeoraa·s_· church nr1n Sho~ 
_Qpen Tl1ursdays, l0-5 
. ·- Main Street, ·ourham 
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MUSO HA~ Tii~ ~~ 1LOW-ING C~,.,- -, . 
P0SI'TIEJ.NS 0PE!t FO.R , , . 
ACADEMIC YEAR!t9s4\ 85 
. *·~~~t.~ ~ ' 
: ,..! ..,_ 
PUBLICITY ASSISTANT 
-Aid publicity director in promoting activities 
:pHOTOSCHOOL 
·;DIRECTOR· 
-Respons~ble for managing M.USO's 
. photoschool classes 
HOSPITALITY 
-Arranging food and dressing roqm 
facilities for MUSO_'s guest artists 
PRODUCTION·'· 
'SECURITY 
--Set up for bands and is in-charge of crews 
OFFICE MANAGER 
-Various ·a~ties involved in rn-anagin~g . ·. 
the outside· office .. - . 
DON'T MISS :· THIS.· 
· CHAI,tCEJ 
These are paid positions . which offer valuable· 
experieric·e. Applications are · available- in the -.MUSO 
ofiice; room 148-MUB . . 
-,::0 
.. :.~ .:: 
.· Lalllhda . Chi 
~ ... ''.. 
celebrates 7 5th " 
_By .Rae Ann Hoyt 
Alcohol- awareness was 
just · one of several seminars 
held last weekend at 
Lambda Chi Alpha's North-
east Conclave at UNH. 
The seminar, held by 
Kathleen Gildea of · UNH 
Health Services was we_ll 
received b\' the brothers. 
"The alternative beverage 
seminar was really posi~ive," 
Dave Woznicki, a Lambda 
Chi brother said. 
"We all learned that there 
are a lot of things to do for 
rushes that don't involve 
alcohol. People learned that 
there are a lot of alterna-
tives, but people don't 
alwa,s· think that pledges 
will .1 come without • beer." 
Woznicki said. 
More than 60 brothers 
from Lambda Chi chapters 
in . the Northeast , including 
Svracuse · U niver'sitv, -Boston 
u"'n iv e·r sit v and· Mc G i 11 
Universit,: in Montreal 
celebrated ·the 75th anniver-
sary of Lambda Chi Alpha 
at the conclave. 
The UN H chapter was 
. chosen to host this conclave 
at another conclave last 
February. 
"We haven't hosted a 
conclave in a long time, and -
our national board wanted 
us to host one. We're 
considered one of the 
strongest Lambda Chi 
chapters in the East," Brian 
Perry, . president of Lambda 
Chi, · said. 
The conclave begn n Friday 
night with an initiation 
L~MBOA, page 10 
Young's Restaurant -
r;: 
48 Main St. 
:DurhaJJ11, N.H~-
.868-2688 
Offering the foHo~ing S'pecials 
fro~: 3/ 1/84 thru 3/8/84-
Breakfast Special 
Cl;oice o( a~1:r omele·t on the m~'nu-iJI· j5/ 'c-!f.T . 
re;uit;/price ll'ith toast a;,d ('(~i.ree. 
Luncheon Special 
· Lastem or U.'estern sandll'ich on hulk r roll 11·ith 
.fi'ench _/i'ies ...... ....................................... $I. 94 
. Pinner Special 
Pork Cw/et Dinner.: 11 ·ith small salad aiul 'mashed 
r 
polafOl's ur ji'n1ch .fi'ies am/ a roll ......... ... SJ.69 
"Someone t<J Talkto" 
-862-2293 ·-
or anywhere in New Ham.pshire 
800~582~ 7341 
or ~'Drop-In" -
· ! , Basement Schofield H·ous-e 
. ::- ,; . 
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--------ONO RE----------- Earn your Credits · 
Appeals in Boston overruled 
the UN H denial in the summer 
of 1981 and CARP submitted a 
second reuuest that fall. 
-Dean of Students Greg Sai1-
< continued from page I) 
Entitled To Harass Our 
. People, the book accuses the 
Internal Revenue Service of 
unjustly fi~ing and taxing 
:hurch-holdings. One chapter 
focuses on the indictment of 
Mark Shrader.- ventured into 
the trailer last week. 
"We figured we'd. go down 
to· tiilk and see what type of 
approach they·ct use - 11 
.abroad. 
born made the final decision 
to deny this request. CAR I' 
again appealed this deniaL but . 
in March. 1983, the courts 
ruled in favor of the university 
' Reverend Moon for tax 
evasion .on holdings in a 
Chase Manh.attan Bank 
account under his name. 
they'd brainwash me, 
Perreault said. 
After two and a half 
hours of "paranoia" durin·g 
which he . refused · an\ 
refreshments- he concluded 
that the six people in the 
trailer realh; be-lieved what 
they. told him about 
Reverend Moon being the 
second c;oming of (Christ. 
Italy 
· and declared it a "moot point". 
according to. Director of 
Programming Renee Romano. 
The Moon disciples. from 
Japan. Gerri1any, and Cape 
Verde stood near Kappa Sigma 
fraternity till dark last week 
talking to · students about the 
goals of the . Unification 
Church. 
A c c o rd i n g t o H c 1' b c rt 
Foehrmann. 26. who travels 
with the group from the 
Manchester church center.. 
their- team is part of a national 
project begun last year in which 
international teams travel from 
state to state "teaching about 
God." There is one team in 
every_ state. he said . 
Foehrmann came to the 
United States from Gcrrnanv 
nine months ago. Since then , h~ 
said, he has shared his ci'glit 
years of experience .. in Jhe 
church with people in 20 states . 
Karen Brennan. of Gcrmany',1. 
·joined the Unification Church 
"' eigh't ):ears ago. She said• she 
imme·diatlcv contactc,d 
Durham Polic~. UN H Public 
Safety and Associate Dean of 
Students William Kidder when 
their trailer · rolled into town 
last Monda,·. 
Associate" Dean of Students 
Wiilia.h1 · Kiddcr -· says -'the · 
University is bound by the free 
speech rule. listed in the 
student. · "Rights . & Rules" 
guide. which allows students 
and nonstudents to speak. 
,. solicit for contributions. and 
distribute literature in public 
campus areas. pro•,iding that 
they do not disrupt traffic of 
University activities. 
Kidder said h~ gave the 
group permission to survey on 
campus last Monday. after they 
. _as;mrred , . him ,tbey · .w.eren 't 
selling anything. 
· ·~We can't really d1scriminat-c . 
. between this organization and 
· other organizatio11s." Kidd·er 
· said. "We have to treat them all 
the same." 
Onore said he will make a-
decision on the MU B request as 
sooon as he receives more 
information. · .. 
Asked 'if he cx'.pectcd the } 
group to again ·request·;. 
recognition as a student 
organization. Onorc said he 
was "not uuite certain what the 
intentions of the group arc." 
· ·· B_rc.n1;1an .said thf gj'o'i.tp pl~J1S. 
to stay ! hro-i1gh the end ohnis ""· 
week "primarily to educate." 
Our church is so co-nti-over-
sial_ that even if • we · pull 
someone over to talk to them. 
th.cy say 'Oh we're being 
hassled by the Moonies'." she 
said. --~ecruiting comes from 
within thl' individual." 
Brennan said they also 
visited various Durham 
churches to "let them know 
we were in town." 
Reverend Albert Sn<.lW. 
pastor at St. George's 
Episcopal Church on Main 
St.. said the two reprcsc·nta-
tives who dropped by last 
week asked him. to. distribute 
a book by Idaho's C~mgrcss-
man George Hansen. to . his 
congregation. 
A post ca rd enclosed in 
Hansen's book invites the 
reader to sign it and mail it 
t_o President Reagan. asking 
1or a Supre.me Court review 
of the Moon case. 
"l told them I was nor 
inte~.ested and they up and 
left. said Rev. Snow. 'Tve 
had several encounters with 
students who have bee n 
brainwashed." 
Brennan, who · said she 
knows Reverend Moon 
pe,yrnal!y, _said he did .n\ get 
a f a1r trial m the tax evasion 
case because people "have a 
bias against Rev. Moon ." 
UNH senior Bob Per-
reault. said he knew nothing 
about the church before he 
and his friend. sophomore 
.f 
""· :3 
"What . they try to do is 
work on vou a bout th is 
common belief on love ·and 
then work you into the 
church." he said. "If vou tn· 
to get too in 9epth. they tr): 
to get you away from it." 
Spain 
Join the thousands of students who 
. hava eornP.d colleae. credits studying 
abroad in CCIS programs - -
Affordable . quality programs with 
financial aid available ·.- · 
Mexico 
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES 
' 12 · l 5CREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS 
.AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUBLIN 
Although Perreault said he . 
still doesn't agree with the 
policies. of the Unification 
Church. he expected it to be 
"more negative." 
Dr. John J. McLean 
Mohegan Community College 
Norwich, CT 06360 
886-1931 X243 "It was mostly a one-on-
one discussion." he said . 
"My first impression was 
very pc)sitive." 
_ COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
. we .. -. l" . -;_?,\. ,~ . -~ .. ;. j~,.;-. - . . x;.--t ., ·:~. . .. .,_ J . ~ 
·- -
-~ 1 
J' : - . . ~ -
nstctrit 
lntroducing Cafe Irish Creme. 
Smooth and satisfying, it blends coffee . · · 
with the rich flavor of Irish creme for a taste that 
will bring out the Irish in everyone. 
. . - --·:::::r:z::· . 
r;300-'. ~ ~N-:;C.;;;R'S~O~. -. 'f-' . OFFER EXPIRES 6/30/84. 









r:=., g_ p,.ff~I ,.._ u - ,$-J I 
UIIT-OIE COUPOII PEI PURCHASE. Tl ... l'llliltr: GFC will reimburse you for the face r~ I , 
val~ of this coupon ~s 8¢ if submitted in compliant'e with GFC Redemption Policy ~ ' 
C-1-. 111corporated herem by reference. Valid only if redeemed by retail distributors of I 
our merchandise or anyone specificallv autllorizect by GFC. Cish value 1120c. Mail to: 
General Foods Corporation. P.O. Box 103. Kankakee, IL 60902. ~ .....,,_ 
ol4 =:.a."'l:r=:::r-"--... - .. _._-. L 
43000 84830 . oGe alFoodsCor · L ____________ :_ _ _:a::984 __ :J 
Availabf~ at: University Bookstore 
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WHENYOU CAN SAVE'UPID 
50%ON : ............ .. . 
FACTORY SECONDS .. ~ THAT , 








FIRST QUALITY $8000 
. IOOTSAVERAGEAETAIL 
. PRICEONFIRST~O")OO 
. QUALITY ,1<JL. ' 
FOR4 DAYS ONLY OUR 




;Registered Tr-ademarks ·of The Timberland Company 
., ... 
OTMER'lwaEIIUND 
f FA~YOUT\£TS ... 
MAIN STREET, NEWMARKET. PHONE (603) 659-5882. ~~::::e 
THE MAINE OUTLET, ROUTE 1, KITTERY, MAINE. . ==~v-
PHONE (2.07) 439-6323. =TON-
---------LAMBDA---------------
ceremony. After a continen-
tal breakfast on Saturdav 
t h e b r O t h e r S a tt e n d e d 
seminars ori ' topics including 
fraternity r.elations' with the 
corn mun it y. 1 it t I e' s i.s t er 
programs: and standards for 
- chapter - excellence. 
'These conclaves · are as 
important as our national 
. ories~ Only four guys go to 
the nationals. so the regional 
conclaves are opened to a 
lot m~ore people. More 
people_ can have the ·Oppor-
(continued from page 8) 
tunity to go and · learn." 
Perry said , 
"'One of the things that 
Theisen said was that if \ 'Our 
frat just thinks they., are 
number one but stops trying 
to improve you become 
number two." Woznicki said. 
"'He spoke on the differ-
ence between being · an active 
brother and being a person 
w ho go c s t h-ro u g h t he 
motions.- He compared an 
, anvil ·and a hammer. An 
~nvi-1 just sits there waiting 
tor some one to hit it. A 
hammer is moi·e active . . but 
it needs some one to pick _ it 
up and use it. it needs some 
cine to be motivated." Perry 
said . . 
Bill Barret was the 
organizer of this convention 
for the UNH chapter. and 
started putting the conclave 
together last year. He said . 
that the skills he gained as a 
coordinator of the conclave 
will stay with him. 
LAMBDA, page 5 . 
A Program On The -
CRISIS IN CENTRAL AMERICA 
Februaru 29 
Wednesday 





Professor Fred Snyder; Harvard Law 
Professor Marissa Navarro, Dartmouth 
Professor Noel McGinn, Harvard 
Professor Frank McCann, UNH 
Miriam Hooker, Nicaraguan Embassy 
Arnoldo Ramos, El Salvado Democratic . 
Revolutionary Front (FDR) 
7-:-9:30 pm 
Films on Central America 
* Americas in Transition 
.' JI-
*Target Nica_ragua: lnside a Cover War 
*El Salvador: Another Vietman 
10 am~noon 
Films-· Repeat of Above 
12:30~2 
Panel 
Prof. Fred Snyder, Harvard Law 
Prof. Marissa Navarro, History, Dartmouth 
Prof. Noel McGinn, Education, ·Harvard 
Prof. Frank McCarin, History, UNH 










Mon-Wed 2/27-2/' _ 
11-2 .Senate Rm. MUB 
an events sponsored by: 
*Student Committee on Central America 
~Faculty Committee on Central America 
FUNDED BY PFO 
-MOONIES-
< continued from page 20) -
the conversation than an 
occasfonal nod of s'upport. 
When I approached him 
at his p·ost next to Huddle- . 
stern dining hall, he was 
clutching a clipboard of 
survey sheets. _· 
Simply entitiled "SUR-
VEY", the questionaire 
requested opinions on what 
the greatest world problem 
is, what make.s life impor-
tant, and whether the end of 
the world is not far off. 
I m pr o,i 1 n g u p u 11 • ••• _ . 
decaying world is the 
repeated battlecry of this 
group. Aki im·ited me, as he 
invites all stu·dents, to come 
into the traile r a nd watch a 
IO-minute ••introducton;, " 
tape on how that · can .,be 
done. ' 
The tape I watch of Dr. 
Mose Durst, U.S. president 
of the Unification Church, is . 
not brain-washing, it is 
· mind-deadening. Durst is a 
mole-ish ma_n, dressed in a 
drab-colored suit and thick 
glasses, with a puffy face 
and slicked hair combed to 
one side. 
He discussed the need for 
a new basis for looking at 
the world, evidenced by the 
breakdown of the family 
structure, decadence of 
culture and lack of values. 
With distracting hand 
movements, he criticized 
~ universities which .. compart-
mentalize" ·the studies of · 
· science-," religion and philoso-
. phy. The subjects should be 
, integrated, he said, .to give a 
;' "'whole world" picture. 
~ There was a vague logic on-
what Durst said, but most 
of what this group said was 
vague. Their purpose on 
campus, their beliefs, their 
h h a p p i n e s s - i t i s al 1 
generalized. 
Yet they sell nothing, and 
. ask only that you listen to 
. their spiel. and mail a 
"' postcard to President Ronald 
Reagan · requesting a Su-
preme. Court review of 
Reverand Moon 's tax case. 
They even boast that they 
are self-supportive of their 
travel expenses. 
Asked how they make 
money, Foehrmann shifted 
1 uneasirv 
: ·By, .,.ah, doing things 
like ... selling roses," he said, 
· laughing nervously. 
I had ' a flash of a robed 
Foehrmann, pushing roses in 
Logan Airport. 
Moon tactics are changing, · 
. but th~ underlying church-
c ha racter'i'sdc's remain the 
--POLLS--
< continued from page 2) 
every ten years. Four 
hundred delegates, elected 
from around the state will 
assemble May 9 in Concord 
to propose, argue and vote 
upon changes to the state's 
constitution. · 
Any changes that pass the 
convention successfully will 
go befo1:e the New Hamp-
shire public in November 
and - an\' that receive two-
thirds ot· the votes cast will 
bec~me part of the state's 
laws. 
Polls will be open today 
from 8 a.m. to 7 ·p.m. at the . 
Oyster R ivcr High School. 
The town clerks office will 
be closed starting at noon. 
i , , 
, ·. 
I 
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Exploring Career Options and 
Finding 
Career Information 
Program Sponsored -by 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
/ , • -.,,..,,,--~· · -- • • -✓ •• , . . • • 




T·he Great American 
BALLOON BUST!. 
, When you 
have completed your .shopping, 
you will pick a ballonn-and pop it. \ You will receive the percentage savings -revealed inside the balloon 
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Editorial 
Some votes can't he .horight 
Former Vice-President Walter Mondale will 
. win . New Hampshire's first:--in-the-nation 
Democratic primary. But the size of his vktory 
and where it will take him-are still questions to 
be answered. 
run an all-bur-declared 1984 cam pa 1gn 
(Newsweek, 1/ 9 / 84). 
than capturing ·endorsements. Gary Hart's low 
budget campaign in Iowa relied on his travels 
in a Winnebago. reaching out to the small 
communities; making personal contact. 
Th.e results of last week's Iowa caucus only 
show that John Glenn is all but out of the race 
(he was neck and neck with Mondale in the 
polls less than one year ago) and Gary Hart has 
Since then,. he has acquired a list of 
endorsements that read like a roll call of 
'American labor unions. And, of course. there • 
are those door-knockers and phone-callers and 
personal .invitations to polling places. 
George McGovern was the seventh to 
declare his candidacy. He is low on money and 
people because many of his 1972 supporters 
were already supporting Hart or Cranston or 
Mondale when M.cGovernjoined the race. But 
with only $50,000 to spend_in Iowa. he finished 
a dc.:>st: third behind Ha.-t. Hi:s :supp~1-tcr~ take 
his_ advise to "vote your conscience·· a-nd ·:send 
a clear message .... of how you want this 
country to run ... McGovern supporters were 
not easily swayed by the Mondale. machine. 
a thirty-point gap to close; Although Hart has 
proven himself to be a strong contender for the 
nomination b)°' pulling out of the pack that 
hopelessly trails Mondale, the results in New ·· 
Hampshire may depend on the" same. criteria 
they did in Iowa: ~ollars and c~nts. 
The Mondale campaign's failures. however. 
are his inability to arouse pa~sion in the votei·s, 
and that he is an easy· target for the Reagan 
campaign. Mondale is known to get test.nvhen 
associated with the Carter Administrati_on. 
But the $680,000 Mondale spent in Iowa 
helped Democrats there look past the failures 
By now. most of you have been assaulted by 
the mighty Mondale machine. Telephone calls, 
free hot dogs, w.orkers visiti-ng homes on · 
Sunday afternoons and leaflets placed under 
windshield · wipers in parking lots are the · 
Mondak · campaign's strategies . . His $14.5 
. ($680,000 is the campaign spending limit in 
that state). Mondale is hoping that spending 
the $404,000 limit in New Hampshire will help 
h·im win big . here. He and Glenn are also. 
- sending television commercials from Boston 
•-stations to the Southern and more Democratic 
.. parts of the stiite. allowing the candidates to 
·exceed the limits, by spendi_ng moriey on the 
Mondale people would .Eke ' to change the 
snow forecast. They realize that some voters 
touched by his machine would rather sit at . 
home and watch the snow than trudge through 
- '·"'State but not in, it. · 
million <;ampaign is by far the l~rgest of the 
Democratic eight. The roots ··• of it were 
developing ·when Ronald Reagan took -office 
and Mondale ad9ed his name to the letterhead 
of the WashingJon lawfirm of Winstin and 
Strawn. In exchange. Mondale received 
$500,000 a year and an office from which to 
Although it appears that M ondal'e has done 
everything right in his ques:r~1'o r,.:the presidency. 
other campaign methods may suggest that he 
should have spent more time shaking hand~ 
. it to vote for somebody who ·s going to win 
anyways. ·on the other hand. Reubin Askew's 
New Hampshire press secretary, Gary G~lan.is. 
has said that a major storm will help his 
campaign's_ chances. M-oney may mean votes 
for Mondale. but it may not mean 
·committment. and it takes committment to 
make it to the White House. 
Letters 
Tai Chi 
To the Editor: 
I must first admit that I have not 
been impressed by the quality of 
reporting in The New Hampshire 
since the article in 1965 which 
protes.ted the advent of computer 
registration. But_ I am encouraged-
bv the recent interest shown in an 
obscure form of Chinese exercise 
and the grinning has-been teaching 
it on this campus (Tai Chi: 
reclaiming the · body. New 
Hampshire 2/ 14/ 84). The reporter 
did an admirable job in conveying 
an intelligible sense of this 
discipline as told by a slightly mad 
(self-admitted) Trickster. 
Ye"t my fear is that either my 
mother or my good friend Jerry 
Roonev may b-e completely 
misled by some of ·the minor 
inaccuracies into joining a Tai Chi 
Cult or wr:iting a scathing reply to 
some of the mclre i na nc sta temcnts 
attributed to- Jon. In µ:encral the 
mistakes were not in what . ~~~ 
reported but in what was left out. 
One. Jon docs no.t teach people 
how to use guns; hands (H to -run, 
he teaches ·the art of appropriate 
action· which may involve in a 
particular circumstance. ·any of 
these and. of course. more. 
Two. It is the ·art of appropriate 
action· wh-ich requires , that " one 
know how ones body works. not 
beinl! ahlc to run. etc ... 
Tfirce. lhc 'darkly-bearded 
philosopher' docs not live in - a 
farmhouse. is cmly darkly bearded 
in the accompanying picture. and 
is not . b, almost an)·onc's 
standards. ~ phiiosophcr! 
Four. It is iri becoming aware of 
. the _ breath that one can gain 
control of the metabolic processes: 
direct awareness of the process 
would require some Twilight Zone 
powers! 
Five, Jon only guesses at what 
nutritionists ai'e calling this 
moderate form of exercise which is 
less strenuous than aerobic. In fact 
he may have made up the name 
THERMOGENETICS alto-
gether. 
. Six. This is the part I hope Mom 
doesn't find out about. The Chi 
energy discovered in the Art of Tai 
Chi ·is not sexual energy. It is like 
sexual energy. ·All that talk was 
analogical. somcwha_t . of a joke. 
Jon has no attraction to aJJ · th~1t 
Freudian claptrap ( Honest. 
Mom). 
Seven. There arc . of course. pre-
set movements in Tai Chi. as the 
article points out at the outset. 
This is contradicted later on. What 
was said was that Jon does not 
expect his mo\Cmcnts to be 
memorized or mimed. Each person· 
discovers his own Tai Chi within 
- the forms taught. 
Eight. Jon docs not practice Tai 
Chi every morning fo1' an hour: 
sometimes it onlv takes -him JO 
minutes. l 'vc sec~ it done! So it 
takes /i"0111 30 minutes to an hour 
to do: And it is Zazcn which is the 
Sitting. rnotionlcss form of 
meditation. 
Nine. Jon\. interest in the 
workings of his bod)' hounds like 
more Freudian fascination. 
dqcsn't it'!) docs not comrast with 
his 'drug day~'(did_you read that 
too. · Mom'!) in Ann Arbor and 
Chicago ( as well as good old 
UNH!): the concerns arc still the 
same. The methods arc different. 
I'll end the list therl~ with the 
obviously mystical . number nine .. 
number nine. Thcr~ heingjust this 
number of mistakes in the i1rticlc 
giving it the distinction of 'being 
the right - sort of non-.1•1H,,~ 
Reporters should all b~ _cq~•I'..r,:~ 
with the new analogy sensing 
devices and cpntrollcd foll} 
detectors. particular!) · when 
visiting a fool like Jon. 
A parting shot. Annabelle\ nm~ 
be tempting. Haagen-Daz is not. 
but neither holds an ice-er\ stal to 
Brown's of York Beach . · 
With love and s4ualor. from 
Jon's ytlungcr identical twin 
brother. · 
.lt1hn James Economos 
Newmarket. NH 
-MUB Pub-
To the Editor: 
During m) last two )cars at 
UN H I haven't had any complaints 
. concerning the MU B and the 
services it pr<)Vides t_hc students. 
However.an incidence of gro~s 
injustice at the MUB Pub 
Thursday night has marred the 
record. 
Thursday night's dance was 
highlighted by the appearance of a 
Boston dance group. the Funk 
Effects. As- expected. there was a 
large turnout and by nine o'clock a 
large line of about one · hundred 
people was waiting for admittance. 
At this point the Pub was at. or 
near. capacity. To the dismay and 
disgust of-the people who had been 
waiting for over thirty minutes. the 
employees working the door 
suddenly adopted a discriminat-
ing. s~lcctivc ~dmittancc- policy. 
During th'c next half-hour leading 
up to and including the dance 
performance. the employees only 
admitted certain prominent 
athletes of UNH. When the 
·common- people' demanded 
. explanations for this sclectve entr~ 
the ·select' individuals claimed that 
they were 'friends of the group'. 
This claim was not conlested by 
the Pub staff. No questions were 
asked. No guest lists were checked. 
·1 hcsc · individ·uals were quickly 
admitted. This practicc ·continued 
until the dance show ended at 
which time the doors were once 
-John Ouellette 
-~· . again open to the ·general public'. _______________ _. 
I feel that University functions 
should treat all students equally. 
This includes the ·common people' 
who number over 10.000. and the 
'select' individuals (the certa-in 
athlcte·s who abuse the privilege of 
representing our school in 
athletics). who _probably number 
under fifty. 
I urge · the management of the 
MU B Puo to review their 
admittance policies keeping · in 
mind all students. I hope in this 
manner future injustices may be 
avoided. 
Todd Brown 
._ __________ ,,,,. 
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The Can.didate·s on alld Peace 
Last week, The New Hampshire 
printed a report on the eight 
Democratic presidential candidates. 
The report, compiled by United 
Ca mouses to Prevent Nuclear War 
(UCAM), viewed the candidates' 
standpoints on National' Defense 
Policy, Central America, and Higher 
Education. · 
In keeping with the principle of 
equal time; The ~ew Hampshire 
presents the second part of the report 
by (UCAM). The following is a 
comprehensive critique of the 
Republican presidential candidate. 
President R·eagan · 
The 1980 Republican Party 
-plattorm asserted tnat the lJ mtect 
States must .. build toward a sustained 
defense expenditure sufficie~t . to ... 
reach the ppsition _of military 
superiority ·that the ·. American people 
demand ... Candidate Reagan said the · 
United States would undertake -arins 
talks only when it posses~ed "The 
programs to reverse the trends now in, 
favor of the Soviet Union... As 
President, Reagan declared· in · I 982 
that Soviet strategic forces have a 
""definite margin of superiority" over 
U.S. forces .. ,,., _ . ._ 
·Reagan aTso unleashed an 
ideological attack on Soviet 
· communism as .. a sad, bizarre chapter 
in human history whose last pages are 
even now being written . ., In 1983 he 
called the USSR an ··evil empire,"and 
said the downing of the Korean 
airliner confirmed his view of the 
Soviets. Th1s'attack contributed to the 
continuing deterioration in 
U.S. / Soviet relations. _ 
In the first ,·ear. top Administration 
officials m~de repeated · public 
· statements about . "'limited,." 
. "winnable ... and .. survivable" nuclear 
war. The rhetoric · about nuclear-
. weapons later softened: by 198-J 
Reagan told the Japanese parliament: 
.. The only value in possessing nuclear 
weapons is to make sure they can't be 
used-ever... Likewise. in January 
· 1984 he changed his anti-Soviet 
rhetoric in a speech urging better 
relations with the USSR . 
Military Build-up and New Strategies 
The Reagan Administration has · 
begun a five-year program of military 
expansion costing $1.6' trillion. This 
program includ_es the MX missile. the 
8-1 Bomber and research on the 
Stealth bomber. the· Trident 
submarine with 05 missiles'. 
intermediate-range missiles in Europe. 
thousands of Cruise missiles_ on 
bombers and ships. a 600-ship ·navy. 
p-recision-quided . conventional 
munitions of great accuracy. 
expansion of the Rapid Deployment 
Force .. and the production of nerve gas · 
(rejected by Congress . in 1983 after · 
Vice President Bush twice broke •tie 
votes in the Senate to ·keep the measure· 
alive). . 
· This military build-up is 
ac_companied by new military 
doctrines: In its .. Defense Guidance·· 
document for fiscal years 1984-1988. 
the Pentagon decreed that. in case of 
· nuclear war. U.S. strategic forces 
.. must prevail and be able to force the 
Soviet Union to seek earliest possible 
- termination of hostilities on terms 
favorable to the United States." How 
this would be accomplished when. in 
case of war. the Pentagon plans · 
nuclear ·~deca-pitation" strikes against . 
. Soviet political and-miliatryJead-ers in 
·their bunkers. is not explain~d. 
The Administration has tried to 
reduce or · eliminate Federal support 
for · higher education. By 1985, 
Reagan will haue cut. Guaranteed 
Student Loans by 27%. 
Under "horizontal escalat10n," the Administration reluctantly acceded to 
U.S. military would be prepared to pressure from its NATO allies and the 
attack anvwhere in the world that 1t American peace .movement. 
could bri~g greater strength. to bear in Negotiations on Intermediate Nuclear 
case of hostilities. The IJ _. S. Navy is Forces ( IN t-. or l:uro-missiles) and 
seeking the capability for the first ti-me strategic arms (ST ART) began in 
of launching attacks in Soviet "'·home 198 I -82~ but reached- no agreements. 
waters." The Administration's At-thesametime.Reaganrefusedto 
military strategy appears to require a . resume two important negotiations 
capability to fight wars of every kind. suspended . d.uring the Carter · 
· all at once. Administration- the Comprehensive 
· In · addition to its own militarv Test Ban (underground nuclear tests) 
. programs,· the Administration ha~s -and ASAT. He did agree. however. to 
·, removed the previous restraints on respect the terms · of the unratified 
arms sales to other countries. With SALT II Treaty. 
· sophi:;ticated weapons now flowing to At the INF and S1ART talks, in!tial 
the Middle ~a~Jtf,nd ~ther parts<?! HWu~ . U.S. proposals _ would have reqmred 
Moreover,' this proposal would have 
required little cutback in existing U.S. 
forces while permitting new weapons 
such as the MX, Trident and Cruise 
missiles to move ahead. 
The Administration modified its 
ST ART proposal uQder _congressional 
pressure to include a · version of the 
""build-down,•• a plan that would scrap 
given numbers of nuclear warheads 
while permitting new. and more 
accurate missiles with .. hard-target 
capability" to be built and deployed. 
These missiles are precisely the ones 
that trigger increased nervousness on 
_both sides. President Reagan has 
vigorously opposed a nuclear weapons 
freeze. a proposal that would bring the 
arms race to an end. 
When the first U.S. Euro-missiles 
were deployed in 1983, the Soviets 
suspended all arms talks, 
If no S_T ART treaty is achieved, the . 
number of H-bombs in the U.S. 
arsenal will rise from 9,000 to 14,000 
by 1°990, according to the 
, Congressional Budget Office, and no 
strategic arms treaty will have been 
reached and ratified by the ,lJnited 
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Third World in record volume~ U.S . 
arms sales reached $24 billion in fiscal 
1982. 
The global reach of Reagan military 
programs · is linked to a new and 
extended dimension: outer space. The 
Administration is actively pursuing 
development of anti-satellite ( ASAT) 
weapons. In his ··star Wars" speech. 
· Reagan also evoked the hope that in 
the long term a network of anti-
ballistic missiles, space lasers and 
battle stations will "intetcept and 
destroy strategic ballistic missiles 
before lhev reach our soil or that of 
our allies:'• Many experts doubt the 
practicality of this futuristic vision, 
which would have to work perfectly to 
be effective.Air-force studies have put 
the cost at half'a trillion dollars. Other 
estimates are higher.; 
Arms Control Negotiations 
·Unprepared at the outset to accept 
arms talks with the USSR. the Reagan 
-111 1983 
Reagan 
· m -i.litary expansion ,t-c-os~i .n-g .. _·,.. $1.:6 ~ 
trillion. The Pentagon decre'ed iha:t 
U.S. strategic forces e-e-must preuail 
and be able to force the . Soi,iet Union 
to seek · earliest ·poss.ible termination 
of hostiliteis on, terms fai,orable . to the 
United States." . 
the Soviets to make major reductions 
without comparable U.S. concessions. 
The Administration proposed the 
'"zero option" at the INF talks, 
agreeing to . h.alt the planned 
deployment of U '. S. Pershing lls and 
Cruise missiles if the Soviets 
· dismantled all ·of their SS-20 missiles. 
The Soviets objected that British and 
French nuclear · forces and nuclear-
armed aircraft would remain 
· untouched by the "'zero option." The 
U.S. proposal was _ later changed to 
permit equal number of U.S. and 
Soviet warheads, with some U.S. 
de·ployments and some Soviet 
· reductions. regardless of the ,number 
of British and French warheads. 
The first U.S. proposal at ST ART 
would have cut deeply into Soviet 
land-based missiles, which constitute 
about 75% of Soviet strategic forces. 
while excludi_ng bombers. in which the 
United States holds a major lead'. 
tl bill that 
Central America 
Seeing the region ~ainly as the 
scene of an East-West confrontation, 
the Reagan Administration has sent 
military aid and advisors to the rightist 
governments fighting against 
guerrillas in El Salvador and 
Guatemala, financed a cover guerrilla 
war against the leftist government of 
Nicaragua, initiated months-long 
military maneuvers in Honduras, and 
invaded Grenada •after Maurice · 
Bishop was killed. Committed in · 
principle to a · political settlement of 
the power struggles in the region, the 
Administration has been cool in 
practice to diplomatic initiatives, · 
including ~icaragua 's proposal for 
U .S.-N icaraguan non-intervention 
treaties. In 1983 President Reagan 
vetoed a bill that could have linked. 
U.S. · aid to El Salvador to · 
improv~ment of human rights in that 
country. . . 
Higher Education 
li11ked lJ.S. aid to El 
I he .. Adminstration has tried -to 
reduce or eliminate federal support for 
higher education. Federal support has · 
helped expand educational 
opportunities for .· low income, 
minorit\' and female students. 
Proposed.cuts in Pell Grants for needy 
students were restored by Congress. -
The , Administration's proposed 
restructuring of the program, 
however. would make 400.000 
ineligible for grants. By fiscal 1985, 
Reagan will have c.ut funding for 
Guaranteed Student Loans by 27%. 
The Social Security Student Bene.fits 
will be terminated- iidisca.l 1985. 
Saii,ador to im,proi,ement of hum,-an 
right_s., 
/i j . ; . 
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. ~~ ·-l~'r .• . montreal 
Genevieve Salbaing 
. Directrice Art istique 
MUB PUB ... - FTiday, 
March 2nd 
presented by 
UNH Ce-lebrity Series 
. The great reggae sounds of 
8 p.m. Wednesday, 
March 7, 1984 
Johnson Tbeater 
THE I-TONES · 
· Studen_ts - $3.50/ Public -- $4.50 
Saturday, March 3rd 
FRIDAY 
Local • winners of the MTV 
b;asement tapes , competition 
Pa u I Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
_,I 
Tickets on sale 
. MUB Ticket Office . 
· Memorfal Union Building 
:Monday-friday 10 ·a.m .'- 4 p.m. 
862-2290 
W,ith Special Guest: IT FIGURES 
Students - $2.50/ Public - $3.50 
Doors for both shows open _at 8:00 p .m ._ 
General p·ublic $8 
.. d ::.1= .1 .UNH fa~ulty & staff ?7 --
. Senior citizens $6 
-
UNH ID/ Proof of Age Required .. UNH &.NH high school 
Sponsored by Ml)SO · students $6 
. AllticJ<ets ,9tJhe doqr_. $e, 
. . 
Germa11 C· .. · · .. 
~~e . · , . .lt,1- . 




-- Wed. Feb. 29 
8 - 11 :30 p.m. 
.·· Pr.· . 1~es 
lles, for 
. ,r. . - Co . 
~. i~~I? ' ~,l/1-h : 
·. . At,1N .. ~se . 
cit Pu- food 
e G}? q 1/q;l 
- . , Ill cibJe 
·. FASCHING is a German tradition.A time to dress OiJTRAGEO.USLY 
' \ . ' 
and a tfme to go WILD and LET LOOSE. COME Wednesday night 
and Just go CRAZY!!! 
UNH/ ID requited 
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White House is 
dinner theme 
.. Andy,)'oung serves appetizers at .the Hotel.Dinner by an ice sculpture like an eagle.(Jim Milla._-d 
photo) · 
NH Notables sing at Niche 
By Maggie McKowen 
Sixteen. Hundrea Penn-
sylvania Avenue, alias the 
MU B Granite State Room, was 
the sight of a presidential feast 
this weekend. · 
. The hotel administration 
department's dinner had a 
White · H o use the me· that 
matched perfectly the spirit of 
.primary week. 
Six courses of finely . 
delicately prepared cuisine. 
were served to 240 people on 
· Friday evening. Dinner was 
also served on Saturday. 
Each diner was presented 
with a button designating them 
as a state delegate to the 
convention. They sat at tables 
_marked by the name of the state 
for which they we're a delegate. 
The theme carried through-
out the evening. From 5:30 pm 
until people were seated for 
dinner a reception was held in 
an area petitioned off from the 
main dining area '·by a wall of 
B M O'N ·1 audi_~nce's _tavo_rite son_. 1!_,_. _T,_hey_ h • S . C . N red, white and blue banners. ___ Y aµreen ei · . <r _ - at t eir pn~g oncert 10 ew ·Hors d'ouevres were served on 
Sh d b · h " d chuckled as · the womc:n :put . Hampshire Hall . later this. •• a oo a s an red, white and blue·. napkins Frost's · verse to melodv. s·emes·ter. A 1·a ·n can follow barbershop style songs and there was · a cash bar. · d h N -Hawaiian style dance steps and them - to concerts at Q. uincy ch a r act e rt z c t c e w - Appropriately. the ·president1·a1 · "shaboos" were the antics to M k t w·11· C II - , · Hampshire Notables pert or- h. ar e · 1 iams O ege, reception was decorated w. ith · h h t 1s number created b';' a s· c II th . mance Saturday mg t at t e N immons O ege or O er an ice sculpture of an American . C .1. h · D · o_teables alumna. schools. N 1che o1 ee . ouse m evme ~agle. _ 
lounge. ;·Bve Bve Blues" was next. Notables members -are: Lining _ the hors d'ouevre 
-"· '~,, .;;:,. · FBe wdmen saTig barber ·sliop · Loui·se Rogers, Janet Wildfog, . tra);~;- ·were , flowers made of 
For twe~ty m!n~_tes they stvledisplavingthefullrangeof Yvonne Tubert,,, Cvnth'ia sang, snapping their f mgers, to - . . . ., . . . , ; ., · potatoes a.nd red cabbage. 
about fort, people seated at t_he1r 1~u1 soprano and t~ur Chatfield, Terri Searl: Thalia Melon balls were served in a 
- -- ; • _.1 - • -alto voices . Thev closed with ' Chaltas, Kathv Macken·zie, bowl made of ice. 
cat·e stYle tables wi th ca nd1~s . - "Trickle Trickle"-in response to . and Rozi Flynn. Outside of Tlie main entree was beef 
"Satin Doll" was a new the rainy weather for the -last their three hour practice a washington, pieces of 
. . two weeks. The song asked the · ~eek, the women get together tenderloin wrapped in a pastry 
number ;tor t~ese· eight you~g ·question of manv UNH fordinnersandsocializingwith puff. It was accompanied by 
~omen !dentically dressed Ill - students: "How long.I will the the New Hampshire Gentle: strips of zucchini and summer 
~eans.b-;kii~s.NTh\f0 nt/ev~r rain last'?" men. squash held together in a bunch 
p~~fic,y~a~ si:e ~~ncee 
0
:;:~~ Other numbers included by a ring made of fresh carrot. 
and snapping motions . to go "Operator" and "Java Jive". Four years ago, Ch~tfi~ld . · All the food was prepared 
with it. Notables members choose their . and Tubert~ s!_arted the singing and served by students in Hotel 
group. Their first album "Take Administration food and 
An adaptation of Robert 
Frost's "Stopping By Woods 
own songs, according to 
Notables director Louise 
Rogers. 
On A Snowy Evening" was the __  The Noteablcs can be heard 
Look-a-likes at 
Who con/t,ention 
By Consuelo Congreve 
Channel 11 's Dvc!Or Whv , 
Caucus at Ovster River High 
School Satu-rdav was filled 
with wide-eq(d children 
dre~sed as Cybermen and 
trivia-loving adults wl:w shelled 
out their dollars for Dr. Who 
memorabilia-. 
Doctor lf,hu. a humor.ous 
science fiction show is a BBC 
production. It is the longest 
running telcv.ision series in 
Great Britain. The show has 
been on the air since Nov. 23. 
1963. and was introduced into 
the U.S. in 1978. Since .then it 
has gained a 9 .5 million 
-Wl1ovian following. Ti,;,e 
maga11nc described Doctor 
Who as "an engagingly 
slapdash . combination of 
idiosyncratic British humor. 
melodramatic plotting and cut-
rate ·special effects. something 
like 'Star Trek' as conceived hy 
Mont,· P\'lhon." · ' 
Dalek and K-9 sound~alike 
contest. Channel 11 auctioned 
off Who memorabelia. 
- A baseball cap with the Who. 
logo went for $12.00. A Peter 
Davison mug, the fifth Dr. 
Who, went for, $7.00. ·A photo 
collage of pictures of the five . 
Dr. Who's sold for $60.00. 
There were Who bears and 
eveh Who smurt's. 
The winner of the or·.· Who 
.. look-alike contest. Kerry 
Heard had a 17 ft. lon-g scarf 
brown· hat and o-verco~at jus~ -
like the fourth doctor, Tom 
Bake1:. Heard also brought a 
videotape of a rare Dr. Who 
episode, "The Three Doctors". 
The tape was played in an earth 
· science room . in the high 
school. with 150 people 
watching it with the rapt 
attention ofSuperbowl Sunday 
or an X-rated · movie. 
One" has sold seventy copie~. bevera~e classes (403 and 667). 
Although dinner was 
expertly prepared, th_er~ was a . 
long wait betw·een . courses. 
Some people even left feeling 
hungry. The problem di~ln't lie 
with the service but with the 
difficulty of preparing such fine 
appetizers and entrees. In any 
case, dinner was worth the 
wait. · 
The attention to. detail never 
ended~ The wine list suggested 
which wine should be ordered 
with each course, appetizer, 
entree and dessert. The list 
included red; white and 
sparkling wines, from 
Inglenook Pinot to San Martin 
Cabernet Sauvignon. 
For an appetizer there was a 
clear, simple poultry 
consomme. The consomme 
was not very hot. 
Fresh scallops and shrimp. 
sauteed in garlic .butter was 
served on a bed of green 
· linguini. Shrimps were_ missing 
from some appetizers because 
the exfra shrimo had been 
frozen for Saturday's dinner. · 
Before the entree, a miriute 
scoop of fresh, homemade . 
grapefruit ice was presented in 
a chilled dessert glass with mint 
leaves. Diners were served a 
chilled spoon for this course. 
After di-nner, a greenleaf and 
· redleaf sa-lad =--was served with a 
red wine vihagrette dressing 
with ·capers and walnuts. 
Desert was a crowd pleaser. 
Fresh blueberry mousse was-
served on a red rhubarb jelled-
base and topped with a white 
chocolate . star. ··The Kitchen 
Cabinet" made sure dinner was 
patriotic, colorwise, from start 
to finish. -
Du ri.ngJ -d~ssert people 
1 started dancing to ~he sound of 
DINNER, page 16 
In - between DoCler 1-1 'ho 
compamon look-alike con.test, 
The Who fans ·c.amc from as 
far away as Quincy, Mass : and 
Maine. They ranged in age 
Terry Weddleton and Kerry Hurd at the convention for Dr. WhQ ~ponsored by Channell l. ( Frank 
Consentine photo) - . . ad\crsar~ · look -alikcs. and_ WHO. page 16 
t 
·, · .. jy/! 
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dancing by Funk Effects 
. . 
By Gw~n Gardner .·' they continued disconnecting · (ivic Center arid in Bost,on at they were asked back for a 
· Flashy movem¢nts · by the their joints in snake and fishlike the Narcissus and the Channel. sec:ond . performance. be released soon, . and a 
Funk Effects , kept the MlJ B- movements. · Another vi.sit to New York is on . Vaughn is present I y complete Funk Effects record 
PUB crowd clapping their The .Funk .Effects. formal!\' the agenda for next month. negotiating with Streetwise and is in the organizational stage. 
hands during their two dance Bod v Construct ion. - ha v~ UN H is t-he only college they Arister records for a contract. Vaughn has corriplctcd a video 
sets fast Thursday night. · · entertained for the Jerry [ewis h-ave visited. Que to their ' The group's version of a rap with John Butcher Axis to be 
This successftd . Dorchester te~ethon. at the Providence---_·successful debut last semester. · ~ ·:_ released next week and he will 
based break _ dancing team . be choreographing a video with 
. consists of teenagers ranging ,in . Pat Travis next month. I 
age from 14-19. including UNH ''I've kept a low profile, but 
basketball star A.I McClain's 14 in '84 I'm going to go for it," -
year old twin -br6ihers Bill{and said Vaughn. 
Bobby. They perfonned to the Current!}' this hot team 
tune I - of Michael Jackson's - works with New Edition and is 
· Thriller as well as some other scheduling a video· with Prince 
funk ~usi-e: , · · due out in May. Othci· 
"Most break dancing -teams men1b~,rs of the group include 
watch us; .. ·said ·David Vaughn, Anthony Thomas, David 
the acting man;:1ger, . choreo- Clemens, and ,Randy Shrop-
·gn:1pher, ·und cost.uine designer sire . 
for the group. It seems natural 
that they are the trend setters 
because they have been 'dancing 
together for the past IO years. 
"We . go with the current 
dance craze. We picked up 
break dancing in five to six 
months," said Vaughn. · 
The ,i°udience would not have 
g_µ es ·s e d that they , only 
practiced · a week for _ their · 
exhibition. Their MTV Thriller 
steps _ were perfected to the 
; , point where Jackson could 
1 have looked in the mirror. The 
. costumes were as goulish ·as the 
real vi-d,Jo · .a_,i\d- ·::F. sjmilar 
_.-. ,, Jackson -Fed ,aAd wh'ite'' jacl\e~ 
i • was worn:~~- ~- 1f' ~ • • ,, 
. i ' ~:'; ",,We , pr-act'ice until i 1e get 
s·ome\hing c{o·n~ . ., said Randall 
McCrav. th-e second. member of 
tht; grou··p. That us~ally:means 
at least fiye hours e·ven' -da\': . 
.. ··W~ don't have ·m~~h time -
. for _anything e,ts~. "; saic{ Tony 
/·-' .,/ l(ipes·, the· );ou1tgbtrri'ember. · 
----WHO--
( continued from pa~e · 15) 
from infants· to middle-aged 
high - qidd,ers. Fi_ve vear old 
'Clint Gilbert won second place 
in the adversaries look-alike 
contest", dressed in silv~r from 
head to toe as a C\'berman. 
Tab Vien. one· of a vocal 
group of Who _ fans . from 
,~ Henniker,, NH. sa vs he's been 
,:w:att~hingDr.'·W·ho·for H 'years, 
since he ;.\,\'i)!S ~_ig]ht o.v.nin.e. Vren 
watche~. l?r. W110 "'sb;~ri' days 
a week. . _ ~ 
Vien 's. favorite doctor is the 
fourth one, played b~i Tom 
Baker. -
"'The new doctod i (Peter 
Davison) is not as inter esting. 
He changes. he's two-faced and 
--,, -.,e~•sily, a :11g_e,i;~,.", tl,,.e . .'.\ ,.;.I1J)t very 
. funny and he doesn'Cuse his 
·,: mirt.,P asFweJ1': as.Y{ -om Baker 
did:· .-
. Noell~Coonce. who won the 
.. This expertise shined when 
they puto.n s_uri yellow svits and 
·energetica)I); shuHled . and 
s_pinned· to the beat 'in the first : 
: s~.t Wrapped in bright red, ~ A memb~i' of-!he Funk Effects ~break~·dances like a spinning top last Tbufsd~y night in .the MU.B 
PUB. (Jam Mallard photo): . . _- . • · · - . ;, . .-' ~- < 
.. _cpmpanion look-alike contest 
::::as Nvssa. the newest doctor\ 
_- . fQmpan1on: «: startcd watch\ng 
ye!l:q\\1/ gr~en, ai:1.d_?ilver ~~·-
:;/~ .. 
-•.; ·.?.·_\ 
Book review: Dieter~·s Stress Guide 
_\t}; _rip-off diet-hum~~~-Q:ok - -
1'-. ~~--. -
i - ., .B. R A H ·s4s~ j . > Y,.,,~. ae, nn · 9yt chapter . a gimi-c title to_ . 
, -· r fhe:, Di~ter's Stress Guide: attract readers . . - The chapter. 74~ · 
j' ·:- -How :·to Worry Yourself on stress relation~hips · is ·. __ .:.: 
. ·Sk-irfnf~ nonfiction by called .··Wh\' didA't he call ··-:··-~-· · 
,;, Ricfi_ar_µ:.· Smith, $4.95 ji'om back'!" whil~ tne cha'pter on>::: :-:.-:, ' 
: ; ·::: 'Allpn:: l5ooks; ': - , : ~e_x bears the title "Stop IE' T 
'r ,_ · .Dieter's Stress · Guide: -' fim~ng .\·~e." None . of the · 
[' :_ (~ Wor_rt Yours_e(l - !~itles ;·:~J'~{::--y:eix . funny _an~ · : 
! :r:.·_~ 1s one of a long lme ·they ,;;. are :olts:n,.- m question-;· k: ·~ ,.,· , 
• = .•• 1p-q ·off diet and humor able··::~tasfe: ;· ,;:_",-' - '· \ "'t,,·: · 
}<,·.,t.,<~~~/-- JJ offends ~ _ore !han '· . - ~~a~~/:~:~~.~t~f---'._ is divided, : ... ~ .. •.·_:~ .• .~,L .. ~!.'.·;.· ..sf .·.";:·;,· r .·.··.· R· .· es·· -.· .,<l~  pkeis·es a •. 1~ ·- 1\ardly~c,,_ mtp· ~[ec:!S / fh"'_t ,,·c.ause stress;_ ,,,, · ,..k , 
_,: :wb:rin \·the $4.93 .· p.rie:e ta.g:>:: and a'n ,, -e.sfirria"tion of how ~< '~:•tc\,. ,'' ? . 
· ?th~~~ir: k .5~~\ 1•~~Jf t ~~~~--0At°i:Ji;;'g;,~e i~,i~h~ -1 ;~:c(IJ1DE 6 
.- ::,;: \{:.¢t.eJan> in . the· Cli)tomer - page on 'bJind3fates, a date - -,.,_-~ · 
.:;:::_ex,ptbitldon game. <11e has . arrivh1g, ;},ri '.''.''fiC :~ctw . .boy hat . .:·· ,.;:: ' - - • 
-~'.al-~u- Wtitten . The Bronx .Dier ,::· causes.'- (\\:~;"ou~ces-' .. fo)>e lost. - ~ --:;:._ ' , • 
-~,/'"ana :_Tht> Dieter~- " Guide· to --. If the;: d<\te·.-_flos$e~_di·is teeth -,- ~':·· .✓• • 
':'._ Jthghh,Lvss During· Sex. In in bet:wgen ··'.coi1hes{ at dinner 
:~ .hjf taftst _ effort he asks the _ Smith ·· guaia-riteek· a 15', ounce .. 
\ -qu~sfion ~·"What , is · the. mosC weigltt_ "· .. loss. -A _.face fhat · 
···poweif.ul _ weapon ag~ihst could , stop a sun ,dia,L- scor.-es 
'"'_ -wdghL gain'!.. His ans·wer is 40 ounces· on the . reduction· 
'str:ess. · · · scale. . 
_~ Smith tries --to -su·ggest The most disappointing •· 
humorously that worrying is ·thing .. about this book is ·its 
one great way to fight _the layout. 'Very few · cartoons -
battle ·or the bulge. Just add , appear in the book. Most of 
up a-II those things your · the page~ contain only a few 
parents make you feel guilty sentences . on otherwise, blank 
af?ou.t ~nc!, you've g~t. a pages. An_y Hild . of graphics 
wm_nmg weight loss program would give this book a 
'hat ·does-n:·t ir,clude qllone better appearance. l.nstcad 
counting. the book looks sloppy_ and . 
'''.BOW to WORRY 
··.i~YOURSELF · 
-. SKINNY 
;,- :~·_;-~ ...... 
lS 
Smith _, divides :•his . hook shoddy. ~ _ . . . . , 
i-nto c'hapters on· things 'that · Smith·s other· ·boo-ks. if 
cause stre~s. then giv_es each STRESS., pa1e 17 · K~hard Smith ·s ·riarui1 d~et book. t Jim Millard photo) 
;; Dr.\:W,ho in) he Chicago a,:ea 
eight or nine ·years ago. "I-just 
,tunt::d" in ,oi1e day and was 
h()oked." · 
Coonce and Alice Mac- · 
, · · ·{._ T1;tvisll~ who portray~d Lecia. 
anothc1" companion dre~sed _in 
· a skimpy mini-skirt outfit, said 
that they couldn't compare q~e 
. new doctor to any of his 
prrciecessors. . 
··All the doct~m are :uniq;ue 
. and - different/' MacTavtsh 
· sai·& :·- ,_" -~ _ 
Doclvr Whv is shown on 
· · S·atµ_rd~y aJt~r~qo_ns at _5 p.in. 
on ·- cha'nhel ' l"I ." The c•ui-rent 
episodes , are with the£ fifth 
·doct--(W, J~et.er / Davison:· wfuo 
also p'lays T,~istan Fa-rnon : in 
All Crea1ure_,,~· Creal and $mi¥ 
Next vear -ih'er'e "-wilb be a six-ih 
. doctoi· gener~tion, pla)~d l,-
--Co.hp .~~_k_et 7 _ <: ,{ c~ 
"I don'Fknow what ·f:te'll ·be 
like," said Coonce. "Wc 1.h ha-~e 
to 'wai,ti' a~rtp:,'~e~_ ..r-- . ' ,, 
) 
-------D lNNtE 1t-------f; __ ,,,, ~--~--~·--l 
(~ontinued from page 15) ·"· 
a four piece band which 
featured David Seiler, director 
· of theJ UN H-jazz band on flute. 
Young and old danced to 
tunes such as "Life is a 
Cabaret". A birthday cake was· 
presented to one diner while the 
band's · female . vocalist, Liz 
Thibaault, and the audience 
sang "Happy Birthday". 
· . All of the students wlio were 
primarily responsible for 
arranging_ · the dinner were 
introduced to the crowd. They 
wer~ recognized for their 
efforts in service, marketing, · 
interior - decor at i.n g and 
entertainment. 
Th.e next go~rmetdinner wili · 
be a "Celebration of the Arts': · 
_ on April D' and 14. It will l~re 
held in the Granite :Stateroom 
of the MU Band tickets will be 
on sale March 19 at the MUB 
tick~t office. · 
Happy Birthday 
Rae . Ann!!! 
22 years 
still' . sexy 
and -:-
Love, 
PAGE SEVENTEEN . 
The band Stiil Water Run entert~in an enthusiastic crowcl with their jazz-rock Satu~day night in the 
MUB PUB. (Maria Blais photo) · . · . . . 
·---~-;,m!l!!!!!l!ll ___ 11!1!1!!![1~ --"""' - STRESS,----
( continued from page 16) 
you could call -them that: 
The New Hampshire 
have sold over a million · to Worry Yvurse(l Skinny 
· copies. Not · even ✓ a . dieter will probably sell well too. ·--..t-i~~~ 
with - a sense . of humor but don't contribute to ..... .....+_.,_.....,........, 
would like'· this book. "The - Smith's bank account 
_l)iptn .. '•·- -,5uess Guide: How ·. help it. 
,,.~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~ 
~-s,'-·PE 
J_J ~ ""' 
Music Preference Survey 
Number your preference 1,2 ,and 3 
and a reaspnable_._suggestion 
··_. Soft Rock . Soul 
_Hard Rock~-- _Funk 
-
_New Wave ____ ·. Motown..,.,_._ ___ ._,~.; _ _ 
.. ,. 
. ___ _ Punk _ ·· --~/ues-·~-::'·'.: ----,--.,__;...____, 
_Rocka.billy ___ ·_.,Reggae 
·: ,_Coun._try -----._· Jazz 
; . __________ ""9!1 ________________ _ 
. Completed surveys can be returned ·to ihe 
foil owing loca(ior" · 
SCOPE,office Rm. 14b MUB 
. Town & Campus 
Jodis 
Rock Bottom Records in Durham 
··· · \ ~ . . Thank you · _#,J -
~ -', ~-· , ...... , .. . ---, __ , - . ;,·.· :<"'' :-.,.,,.~ 
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• ,..i:~~-;4·•~-i1,..~fr;i,,~:.1?:\ •:;·,,_,,:,~-:""i~'f..{ i"'l .... ~ :~·~_t:.."'ll'fi•s:;,;..;~_;~~~~,:;, · , · ->1-.,~: . .;~ - , :;· Y-! .:if- , .. ;·.· 'l'liF \ 0 :'P"<·· 
comics ..... PERMITS-
GARFIELD Bf 'JtM DAvts.·:\~ ; 
( cpnt,:inue.d, . .from page I).: 
60 were reported lost and 5.6 
,stok,ra:. Twen.iy-thre.e of ·. the 
stolen permits .·belonged -, to 
commuter,,". , who parke.d in 
student parking lots . .. 
. ·"'People aren't used to them 
(.the ,permits) yet: thcy'rn not as 
· ca,reful as ·" they should he ... 
.•Hawki:ns .said .. . '"·It .took _me 
_quite a. while myse.Jf to get into 
'.the habit ofputting,mine in my 
· -• I G-bTl" A ·GET HE.LP FOR 
' THl5'··cATGH IN .MY BACK 
· ! f~ n .:; . .". · . ., t· 
'~ .....,. 
I LOGf MY G1L.A95e~ 
AND I'M _t_:a::,t(tNb ~ 
1HE. ·~CAL. fl.ACE' 
OK. '(ou 60 ~!RA16HT At1E . 
A~D TAKE A~CEFr·AT THE.Fl . , ... - ._ . . 




. C Edward Julius Colleg.iate CW83-13 . 
ACROSS 53 Mr . Dllllggio 18 T• ausic:i1ns 
54 O..g1's• n.ighbor 22 •- tlly .bread 
l Catdlerds 57 Entert•-1-nt _ upon the Wlten" 
lZ &1ft of - •di,. (2 llds.) · ·24 E91ptt1n pnis1dent 
15 no,.r process 60 Part of AP8 25 Give I spaecll · 
16 . - king 61 The quality of 26 Col11pslblt . 
17 The sun and the be1 ng the best 27 Col!lblnes, •~ 
IIIOOn ( Z wds.) . ,62 '1111den - k-ledge . 
19 Donkey designation 28 • • .. clone thfs wltll 
20 Ad - 63 Prlntshop •rkers A live girl" · 
21 State publicly 29••-- GIit Nobody" 
22 ~!:ZS Sanders DOWN :~:ut 4 living 
23 Keats writings l Anluls' friend 37 "007" f11■, e.g . · 
24Soft '-drlnk (2 lids.) (abbr. ) (2 wds . ) 
28 Refrain fro11 voting 2 Glnlen tools 38 Letters 
31 Greek god of war 3 • ... to hut'n1ng 43 Col'Y, e.g. (1bbr.) 
32 Attender . - 1 prty" · 44 Nlglec:ted 
34 Chinese aborigine 4 Ending for scr• or 45 Robert Burns• field 
35 Craiy sha · 47 Recoln 
36 lllrntSSts S Chess p1tet 50 Nor., s.d., Ind 
38 •- IClllpf" 6 Bnnc:11 of Dan. 
. 39 llltlonal Ltegue •taphyslcs 51 F1b 
c;1\y (1illlr ,) 7 s.,u11r U Profo1111d 
40 ;_~tf!:~t-:-- for : =,;.n::r:r 53 !~(•=.r-dy, 
41 ltal11n river · 10 Assoc:tate 54 Long for 
42 Orlnk1119 i- f•1l1arly 55 lltll-k- _Grffk 
4' Ancient Grttk . 11 11111'ftltL pllilosoplltr (abbr . ) 
■usiclans 12 Those llho 56' Clla1c1l suff11ts 
48 - av,11 contradict 58 L1btrac:e, to . 
49 Vic: Tayback role · l3 ~ Guinness friends 
50 Pllrsued ste1ltblly •4'-JW"tlly low 59 lf&r.dan , 
By J~-FF MACNELLY 
. BLOO·M -C_OUNTY 
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NOW P€.R50NAU.Y, 1'1) 
JU5T LOVE fl COUPl.e OF 
Nice, PWfllP, JUICY RUMP 
ROASTS .•. eur 1H€N 
mer<E '5 At..Wf.lY5 5T6W-.' 
\ -
··AmR1Ht BOYS 5HOOF, SKIN~ 
, ANP eur 1H6 80TH OF YOU, · 
we,u,· 86 7YIN6 Y()(J 10 1Ht ' . · 
FtNC16R OF OUR rRIJCK ANU 
mKIN6 YOU HOME 10 eAr. NOW . 
1H£N,✓ HOW PO. YOU PRtF~R. fO . 











~U:NH :put out a parking and 
t.raffi.c questionnaire last 
yea r,,t0 getpeople's .opioions on 
a ... c,hange ;.:in ,.the- form Qf. the 
pa,ibng. -pe,r.mltS, which . we.re 
tben .. adhesive. bumper .stickers. 
·~People w.ere ·· dissatisfied 
wi,t-h . ,t he b.umper sti_cker 
permits." Hawkins -said. 
· .... , A cc.iordin_g tq_ the• r.csults of 
the. questionnaire, the .stickers 
j · _ pe.eled .off from.certain types of 
1 ··. bum_pers.·. esp~ciall.1'-' -painted 
~ 
: OJie~; '. / . 
Jf a. per ~on wanted .to bring 
his car to the gantge, and use 
·_ano.t,het car. it cost two dollars 
. t0 _get- a 1ten,p9rnry permit .-'·. . 
__ .{',eople als.9 complained 
. ~:bout. r.eceiving pa r,king tickets 
when they had. a w1lid ... permit . 
.. or becau!;i·e the d_e.cal was not in 
a visi·ble place, .or was covered 
bv-,mud,.: • · 
, ··Th.e.~,- suryey, _.i.odicated a 
general approval for the o~w 
. type of parking permit. · 
. · Despite the .larger ntJmbers 
of parking permits stolen, or 
lost this vear over last. 
Hawkins sa
0
id there· are no 
. plans to , change the new 
permits.· · 
--H.AR·T----
<continued from page 2) .~: 
York. M.aine resident 
Ginny Robins poi11ted . llUt 
that Mondale doesn't have a 
job. whereas · Hart is busy t.as 
·a sena_tor and ma-y have less 
time to campaign. •, 
Robins and her husband. 
Ralph. were both undecidpd 
on a ·Democratic candidate. 
but agreed wi.th the rest '.of 
the crowd _that the prime 
objective is to beat Rea~~n. 
---STVN--
< con_tinued from page -I) 
· They give great experience. but 
only to ·a few peopk/' Rock 
said. STVN has 45 members'. 
Rock said STVN ha'd 
· promi~ed more shows, but had 
not yet produced any. , · :. 
STVN General Manager 
Dennis McC¢trthy sai-d there 
were m~ny programs that had 
yet to_ pe seen by the. students. 
He also said t.h_at 'STVN had 
.· been . ·plagued .. b{ . technical 
difficultie~ this yea_rwhichha·ve 
made it :difficult to put out 
many shows. 
··.There is a lot going on that 
- they don't see." McCarthy said. 
.. When there are speakers at the 
MU B we are there to .simulcast. 
but they don't perceive that as 
STVN :" 
"Th~y. (the Student Senate) 
don't see a ' lot of wha·t we are 
•, •doing : Up until the meeting last 
mgtit ·, there were only tour 
senatoi"s in here to look at what 
. we really do," McCarthy said . 
Both Rock and McCarthv 
saicrthere will be extra pressur~ 
oh ~HY)~ tp .put out more 
prooucts: •·-But ii will • be bot.h 
good and bad, .. McCarthy said . 
.. 1t ,·will stimulate us t<i go oudo 
t~c dorms ... 
th·e , N ovembe( g·eneral 
election. --
Reagan enjoys po.pular 
support now because of his 
coverage in the media, 
Mondale said. 
If his father wins the 
nomination in March, 
· Mondale said, ••we will start 
the fight... then we start the 
debate ·and then the equal 
time laws take · effect," 
Mondale said. ..If we have 
the time and a united party 
we will beat that man." 
Mondale described the US 
budget deficit as the ""biggest 
crisis we face todav," 
~ecause it affects all aspects 
of t he ' e c o -n om y, from 
foreign trade to •interest 
rates. · · 
As an example· . . of ' the · ' 
deficit's detrimental- effects, 
. Mondale described his own 
inability · to buy a new car to 
replace his '75 Malibu 
which, he said, has no floor 
due to rust. 
··Dad pays . me- $5000 a 
year to do thi·s; , and J· can't 
afford 1'4½ ·percent ·· interest · 
·rate-s to - b·uy a :new .car:~ ,ihe 
pointed out. · · 
He outlines a few · of •his 
father's goals: 
•To scale doW,n ,the 
defense budget .""back· to 
reality": ·. . . . 
•To t-nstit_ute ··.a ·tough 
hospital .cost-containment 
program: 
•To , develop agricultural 
policies which help the , small 
farmer and reward · prodµcti- . 
vity: 
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•To repeal the tax cut 
program devel·oped under 
Reagan: 
4ff o ' reach a verifiab.le 
nuclear weapons freeze 
agreement with -the Soviet 
Union · 
•To provide national 
~ -
( continued from -~ge I ) · 
funding to solve the acid · 
· rain prob_lem; and 
1 
•To give $11 billion .in aid 
.to education programs at all 
levels. · 
Mondale stressed the need 
for young American's to 
, MUB "Presents 
. Coritinen_tal Br..eakf ast Special 
Two ·s·crambled eggs,· toa·st 
8 or 5 qz. juice ......... · ..... 1 .. _. ................................ 95¢ . . ~-. -. H . 







Two scranjbled eggs, homefries arid toast 
Pancakes ·and sausage . 
_Cheese ·om_§}~_t and toast 
French toa·st ·and bacon 
Two fried ~-99'~: homefries and toast 
Choice of any two: cof~ee_:Jea, .hot chocolate, milk, 8 
·or 5 oz. juice · .. ,." . ,;.t · 
• 
Break/ asC$pecials: $1. 65 
Breakfast specials served 7:30-10:30 a.m., 
· Mo~?ay- . Fri_fiay 
s:reakfast served 7:30-11:00 a.m., Monday-Friday 
vote a~~ .send. a iness~ge to, voters wanL The problem is 
the pohtlciaJ]S II) ~ ~~hmgto1_1_ . we don't vote so our voice 
that they ••can't mortgage doesn't matter," Mondale · 
our future and get away said. ..Get involved. Get 
wi_~h i.t..". . . . your friends- involved, or our 
Poht1c1ans put pohc1es m voice won't matter." 




·sdcction of .Paper & Fn,clopes 
25 ('opi~:-. + . 25 l".1ndup~::, 
75 Extrn Sheets of P.1pcr · 
--$15.00 _- · (one ·page) 
$21.75 - ·(tw~ page) 
Durha_m Copy 
Jenkins Com'.t · 
l>u rh.qu; I\ . lf. 0JX24 
.Ron (i.ir~ XN.;-70JI 
HOlJJ~S M-1· ~:30-5:J() - . 
SAT X:J0-12:.~0 
·,-;;,, .. Ifyou have at least two.years of.~ollege'left.. the.,y can be over$6,000 cheapef. By joining · 
the Armv Reserve and Armv ROTC at.the same time. voti earn two incomes- over$ JOO a 
'month a~ a Reservist. a<nd $ ioo a month a; an ROTC Cadet. You 'gr~duate from ROTC a 
second lie'utenant- a·'nd_ continue· in .. the"' Rese.r\'/e ' as an Army .. officec · It's ··_c·a11ed- the 
Simultaneous . Memb¢·r-ship Pro:gram.-,-By joining die' Army Res~r~e now. Y,~~-\~an take 
your paid initiaLentry .. training over the-summer. You"ll then qualify forA:dvanced ROTC 
programs at ove1~ 890 colleges. universities,' and cross~enrollment sch6ols.-If you'_d 1-ike to 
learn more. stop by or -call. · · 
..,_. ::.•:..: 
. ARMY RESERVE 
BE ALL YOU CAI BE. 
US Army Recruiting Station 
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··· ·,~' (CO]ltinued rr'om -page J) <t~;;~ ,,,,,· 
This w.o man. Ka re n These new mode-rs of 
Brennan, ;J a member of the •~,1.~~nies', dressed •incon-
c o n t rovers i a L U n i f i ca t i o n spic u o us I y i n co rd s a n d 
Church, is - visiting UNH sweaters, are more refined 
_where, only one year ago, a than the Bible-peddling pests 
court . decision succeeded in popularized in the 70's. 
. barring the CoOegiate Although I was - edgy a) 
Association for the Research first,' once I settled into 
of Principles (CARP); a place on a ' plushy-cus·hioned 
branch of ·the· church, from bench in the trailer, I felt 
recognition as an official strangely at ease.' Perhaps -it 
UN H student organization. was the closeness, the smiles 
In 1981, . I spent several on the faces of the - s.ix 
afternoons · interviewiQg one people around m·e, as if we'd 
of CARP's organizers, Cathy g~thered for a card game. 
Amai;i. _I not only like her, I Alert and carefully well:. 
admired her selflessness. spoken, Brennan, from 
ConsequentJ.y, when this -German\', stood at a counter 
unexpected influx of Rev-: spreadin°'g cream cheese on 
,erand Sun Myung Moon th~ bagels offe'rred to 
disciples parked their trailer students curious enough · to 
on Main SL across from wander in for a church-chat. 
Kappa Sigma · fraternity last I didn't eat or drink, 
Monday, I couldn't resist having just had lunch. I 
investigating. - · noted Brennan's faint smile 
It was Associat.e Pean of _ at my refusal, no doubt 
Students William Kidder thinking I suspected her of 
who told ijrennan to expect slipping mind-controlling 
"a nx-ious" reporters from drugs into the , coffee. 
The New- Hampshire. Bren- Slouched against the 
nan · visited Kidder . to tell windowed wall, I could see 
him that she and five friends that everv student who 
were in town: they · also walked by.,_ stared long and 
checked in with Durham hard at this traveling 
Pofice and UN H 
1 
· Public advertisement for the church, 
Safety. noting the - N.Y. license 
This group is taking no plates, reading the sign 
chances. announcing · "God is love", 
The international church squinting to catch glimpses 
has received · n e.g at iv e of the mysteries going on 
cover'age on . the . whole, inside. 
resulting in a·n automatic Few of them stopped. 
"Moonie" bias from many Contrary to the media-
students I've talked . with, backed image, there . were no 
who kriew nothing about brainwashing tactics, no 
them. Brennan an.d · her headshaving, no pressures to 
colleagues are part of a donate, no drug-pushing in 
national effort to · chj:lnge the trailer. 
that image. There were · six'. ··· ee'ril):,::: 
·· ca Ii:·. f o ; e ~ii ri a d u I I s~!!:~;in for ma nil years: lie ' is joining. . 
l prea'ching un·\fi_cation withi not just doing ' this (l.eading He : apologized for not 
God, u!1conditwnal giving · the church) for his personal beirig more 'sociable. 
and l_ovmg. benefit. He is giving "As you can see, I have a 
"This doesn't · _mean y~u guidance. They say h'e owns guest,'·' he said, gesturing, 
- ha\'e to · walk around_ in all these mansions, bu.t he -is toward the young woman in 
·white rob~s and read Bibles · never alone . in them. He pink beside him. Wearing 
a~l the time," said H_er_bert teaches." · · headphones, ·she watched a 
Foehrmann, ~6. who Joined · Foehrmann .and the other color video tape on one of 
the church eight years ago. two men and 'women nod four Panasonic monitors 
A tall handsome man with a · and smiie, as if remembering hooked up on a narrow 
s_narl . of blonde curls, inspirational · moments with table which separated us. 
Foehrmann came _to the U.S. their leader. · She laughed shyly when 
fr?m . Germa~y nine months · The. s e p e op I e appear· .- Gomes pointed out funny 
ago and, Since then, has unable t~ show anger. scenes - he had obviously 
trave~ed }hrnugh. 20 states.,, Neither do they laugh easily. watched £his tape many 
This · international • team Thev are somewhere safelv times. 
works out of the Manch~st_er · in the middle _ a state ·c:f Yashi Aki; a Japanese 
~hurch c~nter as .part of an permanent pleasantness.· recruit, took. away some of 
I ntern~,t1onal One . World .J ose.ph Gomes, 24, sat on the. group's · intensity. Barely 
Crusade begun 1~st year. the bench across from me. five feet tall, he squinted 
There are 50 mobtle teams Dark-skinned with a round from behind thick glasses 
ii:i this country, according to · speckled face, he is origiall)'. and grinned almost foolishly. 
Foehrmann. When . one from the Cape· Verde islands He . speaks · limited English 
moves on, another team and said his familv thinks he and offerred little more to 
could presumably take their is a '"better · p;rson" for MOONiES, p~ge 11 . 
place.. ===============:~~m::»i~~~~~~iiiiiiiil Brennan insisted their goal 
is to educ-ate, rather than 
recruit new members. 
According to the Unifica-
tion News she handed me. 
the church is founded on 
Moon's '"Divine 'Principle", 
or the idea that the spiritual 
· self · needs spiritual nourish-
ment through the recognition 
of God's love and truth. 
However, Moon. has been 
accused bv the courts of 
beihg the ;olt!"1-e~€Wer of the 
possessions and money · he 
convinces his members to 
give. 
"The church is not pertect, 
but the hostility against 
Reverend . Moon is unjusti-
fied," Brenhan says firmly, · 
OF 
WARWICK 
. * ONE OF BRITAIN'S FINEST UNIVERSITIES 
* 5000+ FULL TIME STUDENTS - 450 ACRE CAMPUS 
* STRATFORD-ON-AVON 15 MILES, LOND0N 
70 MINUTES BY REGULAR TRAIN 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
4th JULY - 3rd' AUG\:JSJ' 1984 
A British stt:Jdies ·program designed espec_iai'ly for students .from . 







Fees: US$ 925 (includes accommodation, tuitiqn, field trips etc.) 
US$1175 (all in, including food) 
Consult your Study Abroad Office or obtain an illustrated · 
. prospectus by Air Mail from Dr. D. Mervin, · Director, Summer 
School (UN), University of Warwick, Coventry, England 
CV4 7 AL. Junior Year Abroad applications welcome. 
but nof angri15:,. "I've knoiFQ _ -~~~ilim~lllilli~~~~~~~~~===~=~=:::.=-. 




Stress is. a part of each of our tives . 
. , : . The effect it will have depends upon the individual. 
.You can't affo_rd to m_iss this opportunity to personally evaluat~ your Stress· Factor. . 
· This~ is not a lecture. 
(?e,vote a few minutes of your· life to explore the ·effects of your lifestyle. 
You wiJl .. h.?'!e the opportunity to check your blood pressure, pulse-, pulse recove_ry, 
. and pract_ice relaxation techn1ques . . 
NO CHARGE! OPEN TO ALL! PARTICIPATION 1S OPTJO]VAL 
~Gome to the Senate-Merr'imack Rooms of the MUB on Monda"y, · March _5~ 
· · : between 11 :30 .-a.m; and 1 :30 - .m. 
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·CLASSIFIED 
_A_p_a_r_tme_n_.t_s_for_R_e_n_t __, (tJ 
One bedroom apt. -~for.rent7nburharn: 
$425 month including utiliiies - is . 
negotiable. Security deposit Sublea$e 
until May 31 / Lease option after. 1/~ Mile 
from downtown. -Kari van Can . 
acc.omodate - two . .Laundry -- faci1ities. 
Contact Matt or Cat-hy (86ll-28l 6)". or 
Lorraine East men (659 - 2303) · o·n 
weekdays. 
Room· for rent - $175'. Utilities included 
- - 2 miles from UNH on Kari-Van Route. 
Refrig. a11d hot plate available. Call 868-
5921 
4 Bedroom apt. in Dover or,· Kari-Van 
Living Fioom. Den: Kitchen, & Bath. ' 
Available June 1st. Lease required - no 
pets. Call 742- 7908 between 7 - 9 p.m. 
RENT NOW . for summer, fall option. 
Dover. 2 Bdrm. skylight, suble.t. 33011110. 
Available May 20. CALL NOW, 749-9373 
Durham - - 2 bedroom apartment · _:,. · 
country setting. Dishwasher, 
washer . dryer hook-up. Wood heat w / 
wood supplied $500/ month 26Fl-_11 ,39 
ev,en1ngs. 
·1_ He-Ip Want-----ed UIJ 
TUTOR needed for probability ari'd stats 
course. (EE546) Top dollar paid·•j'f you 're 
VERY good. I need help BAD! Call Steve. 
868-1041 after 5 p.m. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell Avon in your 
Dorm or to friends in your spare time. 
You're the boss - make your own flours 
- - · Just show . the book and take orders! 
Call Sandy for more info .. 742-7941 
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer. yr. round. 
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia . All 
fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC. PO Bs 52-NH Cor-ona Del 
Mar. CA 92625 
WEDDING INVITATIONS - - PRICES ARE 
LOW IN IDAHOI 100 custom printed only 
$7.95. Serd for free samples to: Gina's, 
206 East Main, Rexburg, Idaho 83440. 
For 1st Class Postage, send 50¢ . ' 
1978 Subaru. 5 speed. 2 door, front wheel 
clrive. 77,000 miles. Good dependale car. 
$2, 0_QQ _or bes_t, g.!.f..ec 6\5~,-q~},9 
Adorable AKC- ·rnirYiature Schnauzer 
puppies ready for adoption March 1. Short 
hair breed. No shedding. Make selection 
NOW S250. 868-5921 
1977 Pontiac Ventura· 2 door .sedan 6 
cyl111de1 Good condition. Ru,~s gn-ia t. 
ask1n\J S 1500 or B.O 742-4643 Evenings 
(lat·f!i i• 
For Sale 1 pair Olin M 9 rk VI, 90cm .. geze· 
comp bindings, Hanson boots. size 1 O. 
$150 package. Call Dave at 868- 7_361. 
For ·sale: stereo-Jull1ent AM . FM 8 track 
turntable, only 4 yrs old -Excellent 
condition-$65; VW engine - fantastic for 
Dune Buggies. etc Bought Gy' 111i"stake-
Excellent shape price S 1250. Free dog-
1111111 Germ an sheperd watchdog- call 
Ja'111ce after 6 00 749 -2177. ·· · -
SHAKLEE PRODUCTS Americas 
foremost manufactuere of nEtturnlly 
sourced Nutrition. Personal Care ancJ 
Ho·usehold products . Products made 111 
harmony w ith nature--safe for you and 
the environment Ms . Carroll. 868-29,35 
I Wes and RapaWS I [5J 
P ( o fe s s I o n il I F e d e r a I I n co me Ta x 
Pr(-:par~tion Services. Discoun t with any 
UNH I.D .. $5 ,. up. Call 862-3478, Bruce, 
I.or appointments 
DJ Se,rv1ces - - D.J. from raciio station 
WGIR Mm1,chester to D.J . your next party 
or ~ school event Rates ·Reasonable 
1w.~ot1allle C,ill 74\}-'6709 weekclay 
l·ivt'in1ngs afttir 6 p.m . Keiep trying · 
IVIASS-AGE7 MUSCULAR TENSION 
TI-JERAPIST offers dti ep tissue. 
Swtidish .. Esalen <1ml accupressure body 
wqrK for rt:lt1x,11io11 ,llld r(·! lief from tired, 
;1ch111u. -f,l!l(JLl(·!d lllUSCles .· call 862-2149 
for J ti 1 ry Dvc111c 
- '' --------==- --~---'------------
Immediate position open for Prodyction ~ -
SecUriiy. 'No experience necessary! Stop' 
in at' · MUSO, Rm . . 148 for · further -
infor.mation. 862-1485 ~, 
ROUNQ TRIP TO FLORIDA OVER M~RCH · 
BREAK. LOOKING FOR 2 RIDERS ($100 ·. 
EACH)'CALL JIM AT 868-7361. . · 
Need help writing more effectively? I can· 
help Also typing service availabte TeU 
862 ; 1164. Ask , for Ed,mund or l~ave 
messa(re. · · · 
Disappointed B G.H.: First of all I think. its . 
a little unfair .to judge a person · by tlfoir ' 
personal, it'!; as P,Oor as judging a book by. 
its cover. Besides instead o'f blowing you· 
away with some outrageous personal 
(since t don't knqw ,wl1at you're like) I 
thought I'd Just ans.wer your quest-,ons . . 
2nd. The part abotit visiting my bed. if 
thats , all you're interested in. · this 
relationship ended pet.ore it ev.en got ; 
started 3rd. the patt . ·about talking to · 
yoursel-f all nigl1( just goes to show ' 'cyou 
really don't know me". My friends and . 
family don'( call ·me "Idle chatter" for 
nothing-·and finally the rumor about me 
going with that guy is NOT TRUE-1st of all 
I've never gone out with him-we're just 
friends. I wish people wouldn't think that. 
they tho_ught it last year too! Now0 i.fthat:s 
changed your impress.ion of me- I think it 
would help i.f you ' talked to me on the 
phone or in person instead of these cold 
personals! I hope I've cleared things up. 
P.Y.T. 
Max Creek and Ario Gu'thrie are coming to 
· UNH! That's right. MUSO is bringing you 
these 2 great shows. Watch for more 
detai ls! 
Holly Beth-How can ·1. ever again see the 
most beautiful womai'.l oo campus if you 
never stop by to say l1e1Jo anymore? · 
Mary, 80! 
Dancing at CELEBRATIONS in BOSTON-
Friday March 2nd ... All Welcome ... Srgn 
ups Tues and Wed. Feb 28 & 29; balcony 
of MUB 12-3 .$3 .for'bus and $3 at door-
sponsornd'by class council-sorry, but firs t 
come, first served. 
80K-Here·s to the two of us doing shots, 
we're young, we bouneed back. Karen's -
car. George Whalen's .. Jamie & Jq~ 
(Wallace 's friend). Are there classe·s· 
today? Roadtrip to Worcester. the 3:00 
a.m. room decorations job. Ed & Joe. our 
unforgettable incognito. commando 
mission W/ the hammer, saw & 
sungl'asses, taking off our shoes and 
falling off the car. Anything for Neil.. (and , 
my buddy Jim!) fun times, huh Toadies. 
Love f -N-STY 
~i BARTMAN 
·s·- tisa 0 l'm so :glad to have,•you ,,as·•·•rn y big-e,· 
sister-I know -we'll hit it off great! I'm 
ready for a wild semester! Love Joan 
Chris, Get psyched for a great semester of 
pledging and Phi Mu fun! I'm psyched to 
be your big sis,-Love ya-, Mindy 
LYNN 'GASH' , Congratulation Auntie 
Lynn. Now·we can get some real sleep. No 
ri1.o"re tossin' and turnin'. By the way, I'm 
go'1ny to tl1e mall this week. _Want me to 
pick up some polish for your Halo? Drtnk, 
it's got your name on it -Love ya, Kathleen , 
Mary · · 
lmnied1ate position open for Production & 
Secur1ty . No experience neces~ai:y! Stop 
111 at MUSO Rm 148• for further 
infor;11ation 862 -14~5 
lnt,e.resti~.d in Careers i-n Finacncei and 
Accounting:> Come'· to ACCOUNT.ING 
DA Yi Thursday, Mar-ch 1, at ·1 :00 p.m . in 
room 208 McConnell Hall. Tli-ere will be 
speakers from the industry unt~I ~ 90 pm. 
wi ,tl1 question and answer period 
following . Speakers will ,be representing 
Dig1tial . Spragu_e Energy, Ernst & 
Wh111ney and Brig,gs & McDonnell. Hope 
to see you tli-~rel · 
Did you lose __ any:thing· at the Hetzel 
Dance-a-than? I fotJnd sori1e notebooks 
and a sweater. If so. contact Betsy 2-
1611 
Dan, Thanks for the great t ime Friday ! 
Your broth er is a great guy, I'm psyched 
that we got along so well. Keep up the 
studying and rememben about keeping 
. the window open al n ight -CR 
Typing. writu1g. and gr,1pll1c desi~Jn at 
Pennagraph1cs & Writing Associates 
Rl~sumes. reports, charts and graphs . 58 
Main SI Durham. 868-1025. Up the 
stairs between CJassic Cone and Red 
Carpet 
UNH SCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB 
MEETING 7PM 29th FEB . 'ROOM 
226.(NEXTTO STRAFFORD ROOM) MUB. 
ALL SCRABBLE PLAYERS WELCOME 
Pi!pl·rs. wsunws amf lellt~rs prepan~cJ We need men and women io model spring 
·' ·s ,on,!lly c111d quickly IJy 9 to 5 fashions for a special New Hampslrne 
Br,d tci, bettH . .. supplemeht. -Today is the dead111w· so 
""='_,,;-,..,...,..~_,,..,_,....,_,,..,.-.__~_'·~-.,."'": .""". :,;;'"'/,=: .. ;~_i.;a ~-~;;~;:!C/(:t?~oy ~10~\/tr.~~.:,.~,~~£.t;·· 
· ·· · ' ' ' · r ··&pi~fi.,i''\0} 0 · 
po , B 188 R E; ·. TH~ KIDNEY 'FOUNDATI 
. / ., · ox . ye . . · NEEDS THE MONEYWERAISED-SOG 
-'--'------~'---~--- .. AFTER THOSE SPONSERS AS SOON A 
.;•, 11 ·· y_o·c1 ever heard ,rny)l"1111y . about the POSSIBLE .. 
; JSa_mt-is Club. ITS WRON~ To Lis ,' hack-
and · slash ' i.s a dirty.word.--COME to tlw ·weneedmenandwomenfomodelspring 1 
'ups1airs MUB Fri & Sat. 6-12 for : .. fash.ions for a Special New Hampshi're 
ARMORED MINIATURES, CHAMPIONS, · supplement. Today is the deadline 0 so 
D&D; all S(-iriot1s . players w~lcome The · apply before two o'clock in rm 108 of the 
':Ga.ines Club IS ALILVE thrs week .MUB. ' --------------
-c'OUNSELORS-Ovemight girls camp has 
openings for counselors:instructors;in- · 
structors iri tennis, waterfront, (WSI,, 
sailing, skiing, small crafts). athletics, 
gymnastics, .arts / crafts, pioneering, 
pl1otography, drama, dance. computer. 
RN .. general counselors. Write: Andrew · 
Rosen. Point O'Pines Camp. 221 Harvard 
Avenue. SwartlJmore, PA 19081. 
Big Br.other doesn't want you to think ·. 
seriously about UFO's, but I suggest that 
you do so. Ask for tl1e booklet WHAT YOU 
NEED TO KNOW. at Town and Campus. 
You will learn how strange 1984 really is! 
If ·you ever heard anything about The 
Games Club. It 's wrong. To us: back-and-
slash is a dirty word. Come to the.upstairs 
MU.B Fri and Sat. 6-12 for AMORED 
MINIATURES. Champions,D&D; all 
serious player's welcome. The club is 
ALIVE this week 
Interested in Careers in Finance and 
Accounting? Come to Accounting ·Day! 
Thursday, March 1. at 1 :00 p.m. in room 
208 McConnell .Hall. There will be 
speakers from the industry until 3:00p.m . 
with a question and answer period 
following. speakers will be rep'resenting 
Diqital. Spraque Enerov . Ernst and 
Whinney and Briggs &Donnell. Hope to 
see you there! 
YOU ARE NOT ALONE-2 recent studies 
show that almost 25% of women in 
colle·ge have been raped or assaulted. If 
you are one of them SUPPORT GROUP 
Tuesday 12:30-2p.m. Contact Roxie 
Wolfe at Counseling and Testing. Starts 
Feb. 7th -
Counselors CAMP WAYNE. northeastern 
Penn. Co-ed children's can1p. Interested 
in Resident Assistants and other students 
who really ·love children. Our specialty is 
our war.m and caring atmosphere. 12 
Allevard St., Lido Beach, NY 11561 
(Include your telephone number) 
Lynda &Lisa. What is this world coming 
to:> You were just talking huh? .. .'til 5:30 
and 10:30 am:> We weren't born 
yesterday you know. Please don··t make 
me an aunt yet. either one of you! 
Immediate position open for Production 
and Security. No experience necessary. 
Stop in at MLISQ,c;-fllh i J 48 for fyrfper 
Information. 862-1485 
Hey Lisa "blondes have more fun" S .. you 
are indeed a child of God! At luast your 
parents love _you 'cause we sure don 't. 
That is why I send you personals all the 
time! Good news, I've got my morals back 
(they took a mini vacation) so now you 
won't blow me off the map at par(ies any 
more! "You don't _know my friend Lisa, 
she would never' leave me here -alone!" 
Oh well, I guess I deserve it! I'm going to • 
be virtuous for the remainder of the 
semester! Love. KJ (hotel register name) · 
PS- love those pants! 
Hey Ox. Don, Dadaonde: Thank you for so 
ma.ny wonderful memories. How stupid I 
was to ever try to f0rget them. 3 / 5 / 83 
PKA happy l1our. "He' s So .Shy," " It's 
Raining Men,"· donuts from Karl's, 
peppermints, the MUB. talks until 4:38 
a.m .. and hearing the- birds arise . The 
brick,. the .. personal . the-green c;:irnation. 
and my cute little hat. I still have them all. 
Our recent Jlight into.the past will never 
be forgotte·n. Thank ycm for bringing out 
what is·good in me by your l< indness and 
your sincer.ity. If only . we had bett,,e r 
t1m1ng .. . . .. · / · 
Hey SHANE! Thanks for the ticket. I really 
appreciate it. ·Good luck ·in the game. 
Tuesd ay night and the ECAC games · 
Do you wa tc;:h Hill ~treet Blues? 
Congratulation·s! You have wonderful 
-(aste Now-you probalby need something 
thrifling todo before 10:00 on Thursday's 
right:> Good!! Then come check out the 
' Protestant Student Gath er ing at 7:00 in 
th e l"orum ·room. A fun. fun . fun time! 
Mark T. Our'· anniversary IS this w eek' 
_Pleas don't forget. I'll surely make it wor!h 
your while I Call me when You ·re lap for it! . 
Love, Guess Who Ill · 
Hey Caroline R":· Hi honey! I like your new 
cm0. maybe it will come to lifel! What? It , 
already lia5?77 H certainly is a nice new . 
decorat.ion for your recently renovated 
rooml Let'sgotoa hockey game real soon. · 
ok? Or better yet. let's go to the library' 
Maybe we'll see th e face that w e can't 
look at· for too long' Too bad the thing that · 
wouldn 't leave ·hasn 't left ye t! Don't worry . 
about being ' too independent. because 
you're not. "you're •just independent 
enough! Have a good time ·in Florida! It's 
free and easy. I'll be thinking· about you 
while I waste away in Manchester! Love, 
Kath 
Jenn: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! "Are -they _::-:_ 
--ing?!" 
Kim: Happy 19th, birthday·. Hope ·w.i.ld '.rf 
. c'rnzy. ,J;.)rlV/ yo1Jr neighbo(s: ·:.- · ·· ' 
----· · ;;:_/~t\· . ._.·\.'.ii.;~;~:;,-r 
To the awe~ome 22n-a t>Trih-cfay . - Keely H. you crazy. Boston driver you--1 
team.thanks ·from your favorite arts and sure could have \JSed your driving skills 
features chick. Squig and Craig.the cake today. What car on my right you are about 
was great not to mention the bubbly. I'll to hit? Get psyched for a wild time at 
get even with you two later about you H_a_r_v_a_rd_!_! __ --=------.,,,== 
know what. The coiupon will be Fantastic job FR-ONT-OF-THE-WHITE-
redeemed soon.Bob P. Mags, thanks for HOUSE -STAFF!! 
my wonderful NH cake. I know everyone Scott A. sorry about !he coffee--Doug 
enjoyed it, even Greg You are a 
wonderful-boss: .Jules and Scoop, thanks TO ALL THE EVERGETIC. CR-AZY 
for keeping me nso. well .attired CB scirry . PARTICIPANTS OF THE HETZEL HALL 
you couldn't coime on Saturday but I DANCE-A-THON: REMEMBER OUR 
adored the plirple rose and I adore you PURPOSE, THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION 
too. Floor buddies. thanks for the dinner NEEDS THE MONEY WE RAISED-SO GET 
offer, I can hardly wait till we get together AFTER THOSE SPONS:::RS AS SOON AS 
again. XXXOOORAH POSSIBLE. 
All the rest of the 22nd birthday teani. . .,,.-.-. -. -.-. -. -.-. -. -~. -- -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -.-.-.. -.. -.;-.,. 
es~ecially Rob-Bob,I love you. Wasn't 
·Saturday night fun. Rob. Ne·xt time the 
whale comes too. Do i get to come over 
and watch Dr. Who on tv if I ma·ke cookies 
? Aldo, what fun we'll have with dinner · 
and the thea'ler tickets. I hope you ·like 
Shakespeare and remember how much I 
like champagne. Tom, . hope you are 
thinking about all those Forida eat.eries 
you'll have to pick from to take me out.to 
dinner. Thanks for the cards. Deb, 
Barb.Rita . and Jeanne. All th love this 
finest Febru;cirv h;il:i11 h::i<: t c, c,Hor . 
Donna L-May I have yoar autograph??? 
You·-re the best reponer ever, and don·t 
forget who got you started when you are 
rich and .famou s! I'll. tell you what. we 
should do late night together and then 
party for the rest of the night! Sound 
good? Love Kathy your favorite CR 
Kathy- Get psyched for the big weekend 
ahead of us. The last two were great and 
this · one promises to be something to 
remember! You'll outshine them all so 
don't be nervous . Just three days left! 
Love ya ,' the impulsive MAINEiac. 
Brian. you make a great_patient! Thanks! 
Jill. PS I still have your toothbrush . 
Where did Jimmy M. get those 
mesmerizing eyes? 
LOST: an orange nap sack in the MUB. 
Contact Bil) D if found or have any info . at 
868-1711. 
Burnsie and Face of Beta: What's up, 
guys? Where were you. Burnsie .. _on 
Saturday night? We missed your smiling 
face. At least we saw Mark's. Come visit 
soon - we miss· you. Love. Ellen and 
Brenda. 
Hey Moby Dick; what does Ishmael mean 
anyway? We don't understand your 
picture or your name; and we don't want 
too. -
Hey A-4: · Thanks for steam cleaning our 
'rug. We're {Wrrythatyou guys di.dn'J make 
very much money for Florida. but -you'll 
have better luck next time I'm sure. Get 
psyched for .the outdoor Ghetto 
Blasters!!!! 
To all our friends in the ghetto who took 
·care of us, we loved visiting you and hope 
to came up for a visit real soon. (If our 
MOM will let us). We especially thank 
Todd for feeding us that great cannecl 




PAT BOONE as David Wilkerson 
with ERIK ESTRADA • JACKIE GIROUX 
DINO DeFILIPPI • JO-ANN ROBINSON 
Screenplay by 
DON MURRAY and JAMES BONNET 
Music by RALPH CARMICHAEL . 
Directed by Produced by 
DON MURRAY DICK ROSS 
FILMED IN EASTMAN COLOR 
PRINTS.BY TECHNICOLOR 
Fridal, March 2. 7:JO- p.m. 
-0~ ~IL'r Ri,L·r LklllL'lllar~ Sl'lwol 
g~ Ill in I )urh,im 
~ro11~0l'L'd h~ 
,=.;.s;-.,,.J\ L'\\ ('rL·ation l·L•llo\\ship 
Starrilll! Chri~tophn . 
:111d Rich:ml Pr:.(11 
7:00 PM:- 1-ilms: 
of FLAMERS, 
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------HOOP-----
< continued from page 24) 
Vermont with 17 . points on 
seven of nine shooting from the 
floor. 
The Wildcats (7-4) currentlv 
stand third in the NAC 
standings behind undefeated 
(12-0) Northeastern and . 
tonights opponent Boston 
University _ (8-4). UNH can 
· clj~ch home court ad~an!age 
with a win in any of th_eir three 
remaining ·games, all on the 
roa? against BU, Colgate, and 
Mame. Thev would finish 2nd 
. if they win all three. 
"'They should do well in the 
play-offs," said Vermont hea 
coach Bill Whitmore. "Thev'r , 




The University of New Hampshire crew team will conduct' 
its First Annual Dry Land Row-A-Thon March 3 and 4 at the 
Fox Run Mall in Newington, N. H. This is the· major fund 
raising project of the year for the UNH crew club. 
The-rowers, who have been traini-ng since September, will 
pull on rowing q1achines for two hours each at the Mall. The 
Row-A-Thon will take place Saturday' (March 3) 9:30 a.m. 
through 9:30 p.m. and Sunday ( march 4) noon to 6 p.m. 
All money raised from the crew club Row-A-Thon will he 
used to send· the crews to the Nati-onal Collegiate Rowing 
- Championships in Philadelphia, PA, in May. -
. Anyone interested in sponsoring the UNH crew team 
shoulc;i contact head coach Chris Allsopp at the Field House. 
UNH sponsors several different shell~, including fours and 
eights: lightweights .and heavyweights and others for both 
. men and women. 
Hoopsters lose 
The UNH basketball te_am lost to BU, 64-60 last night 
in Boston. Rodnev Johnson was UNH's lead-ing scorer 
with 17 points. ., 
Women's basketball 
Th~ UN H women's basketball · team is the number one 
seed m th~ upcoming ECAC tournament. The Wildcats 
won the title last year, and will defend it against either 
BU or N o rtheastern ,this Saturday,in Lundholm 
gymnasium a t 2 . p.m. 
W rite sports 
~~It's a great 
p lace tO . start" 
-See R ay · 
~-- GYMNASTS----
( continued from page 24) 
Although N a nc) . McCarrick 
was only able to co m pete in one 
event because of a minor injury 
· during warm-ups. she along 
with Diane C a rl in tied for first 
place in the va u lt e xercise, with 
a sco.re of9.3. 
Diane ·Carlin scored a 9 .2 on 
the uneven · parallel bars, 
winning the event. Cori:'iidering 
an error on one of the bar 
settings , Lucia 'Cancelmo 
performed well scoring an 8.25. 
.. It was definintely a 
coaching error on both sides, .. 
commented Goodspeed about 
the oversight. 
On the heam. Jayne Dean 
dominated, win ni ng the everit 
with a 9.3. C a nt e lm o was 
second with a 9 . 15 a nd C arlin's 
9.05 was good eno ugh for third. 
Lucia Cancelmo took first 
place in fl o o r _ ex ercise. 
receiving a score o f 9.2. Kim 
Sonier also performed well, 
obtaining second place with her 
9.05 score. · 
This meet marked UN H's 
21st consecutive win at home, 
thus retaining their rank of 
12th in the nation. 
UN H travels to Cornell next 
. week and will host North 
Carolina March IO. 
Dan Nolan goes to the hoop earlier this season.The Cats lost to the BU Terriers last night 64-
60.(Jim Millard) . · . _ _ , . ' 
Lisa ,Latourelle, 20th. 1 
Sunny skies and temperat-
into the sixties turned what 
little snow that was left slushv. 
There was , however, a ve(v 
good man-made surface on th~ 
race trails and the courses were 
salted in 9rder to get a harder 
surface, The inen took 7th in 
the slalom which was plagued 
by rnany skiers hooking gates 
with their ski tips. th~ Wildcat 
men could not escape this 
hazard either, winding up with 
only two finishers, Chris 
Johnson (16th) and Russ 
Dearborn, a graduating senior 
with a very good showing of 6th 
in his last run for UNH. The 
women did well in the.Slalom, 
holding two slots in the top 10: 
Jill Gravink in 6th and Jill 
Sickels in 8th: Also helping the 
women to 4th place were Sarah 
Stokes (11th) and Cvnthia 
Lewis ( 14th). • 
Battling failing weather and 
SKIERS--------
< continued from page 23) 
conditions at Lake Placid, Also, Bud f'isher, Head 
Steve Poulin, Mike Hussey, Coach of Willi'arns and 
and Brendan Sullivan, .the President of the Eastern 
men's cross country relay team, Intercollegiate Ski Association 
placed 3rd. Poulin's leg time of announced the members of the 
23:.29.0 was the second best and 1984 EISA All East teain . Four 
only 11 seconds off the fastest Wildcat skiers wen~ honored 
pace turned in. The women's with ·spots on this.tea)TI. For-the 
team , comprised of Mary men, Mike Hussey and 
Haines, Carol Warner, and Brendan Sullivan will occupy 
Julie Wolny placed 4th in the positions on the I st and 2nd 
event. The racers cited rapidly nordic teams respectively. Julie 
changing snow conditions as . Wolny will ski for the women's · 
the major .problem. The track I st nordic team while Nancv 
did not have the same Gustafson, UNH's only alpin~ 
consistency from leg to leg. skier for the All East team was 
The skiers' banquet brought named to the 2nd alpine team. 
a close to this final carnival. These men and women are a 
Awards were presented to top credit to this universitv because , 
competitors in each event they consistently., remain 
Saturday night. Receiving among the top teams in 
awards for UN H were Mike Division I-East skiing and, 
~ ussey for 2nd place_ in the . by their performance, _ they 
individual cross race and again, show that any team doing as 
along with Brendan Sullivan well in a Division I sport is 
and Steve Poulin for 3rd olace deserving of recognition. 
in the 3x7.5 relay . · 
~-----SWIMMERS-------
to he obliuatcd to swimminu. 
Hut after ... I did .n't make tl;c 
UNH baseball tcarn m, 
freshman \'Car. I swam because 
I knew I ~ould do it." 
That , car. Schuler went on 
to pli1ce -third in New England 
in the 100 buttcrflv. scttin!.!. a 
sch<)ol record or '51.38. i.;nd 
finishini2. · !:2th in the 50 free 
v-ith a 22.19. His 2:03.9 in the 
200 l.M. also set a · wildcat 
career i-ccord . . 
;\l'tc·r plaj ing baseball the 
followin!.!. summer. Schuler 
made th~ baseball squad at 
UNH in the !'all of' 1982. 
Knm\ in!.!. that h,iscball would 
be practicing nearly all yc,ir 
round at · UNH. Schuler 
dccidi.:d to remain on the s\\ im 
team. . 
"'Quittinu S\\ imminu entered 
111, mind ... after I n;ade the 
h,iseball team." Schuler sa,.· s 
now ... but it\ kind of hard to 
4uit when you meet all the guys 
,tnd uet close to them. Besides 
that .... l knc\\ ·I could do better 
( continued from ·page -~3) 
than I did ." 
That winter b,:oucht the 
Dove·r boys back together on 
the same team again. Moreau 
passed up recruiters from 
Cornell ·and Johns Hopkins. 
and C\Cn a scholarship to Kent 
State in Ohio. Together. they 
v-crc instrumental in b1·inging 
UNH an 8..:2 rcco_rd. the best 
fioish in Wildcat history . 
Moreau had the strongest 
· freshman performance at the 
l\'cw Englands since Ed l.andn 
in 1980. He placed third in h(-; 
specialty. the 200 hack. and 9th 
in the l.00 hack.. He also 
rccci, cd an 11th place medal in 
his ra, oritc c, cnt. one which 
most swimmers dread, the 400 
indi\'idual medic'. . Schuler \\as 
ClJUally imprcs~i,~c. earning 
medals on three . rcl.1, . tcanis. 
,ind ucttin!.!. · t.ouchcd· out hv 
I I 00th o( a second for th~ 
d1c.1mpionship of the 100 
bulli.'rfh. 
. Interestingly. both speak of 
thi.' relays rntha than the 
individwil accomplishments. 
"'I was really happy with the 
· medley relay team\ finish." 
sa\·s Moreau: "I'd have to sa,, 
1'1~1 pretty -excited about i"t 
again this ~,car. We've already 
!!One four seconds better than 
~vc did at this time last \'car." 
"'I ,:cally enjoy the relays ." 
says Schuler. "'Last ':car, I onh 
swam one individual event. and 
I swaq1 three relays." -
"'Hoh \.\ ill onh· swim · one 
relay this ycar_"-said Hl'lics. 
..H(s _too imp<frtant t.<.) the 
team to use him in :1 rel,t'. We 
need him in indi, idual e,-:nts to 
· score points for the team.·· · 
The rcla'. s aren't the onh 
part of the ljNH team that ha,~· 
impnrn: d this ~car. Hclics s,i-,s 
"ncarb cvcrv e,cnt all tin: \\,i'. 
down · the -list ha,c shm\ i1 
marked · impro,cmcnts in 
times . Schuler and Moreau ~m.· . 
t\\o main reasons we're able to 
mcrcome the uraduation lossi.'S 
to Ed Landr'. ~nd John Colbcrt 
.and .tre sho()tinu for (n11· Si.'cond 
straight \\ inning se.ison ." 
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Beaulieu,Yale-and -Zonfrelli win. titles 
T h r c e U N H w r cs t lc·r s 
became New Enu.land 
champions at the conference 
finals in Amherst, Mass and all 
three arc on their way to the 
Nationals at the Meadowlands, 
New Jersey on March 8th, 9th 
and 10th. . 
Dave BcaulieLL, Dave Yale, 
and Neil Zonfrelli went 
undefeated in tire tournament . 
to win their weight class. 
Beaµlicu, who was the 
number one seed at 118 lbs., 
pinned both his opponents. 
Yak, had two pins before 
beating John Rollings of 
Bro\,\;n 14-3 to clirn;h the title. 
Zonfrelli had two superior 
decisions aQainst much heavier 
opponents . ._ They weighed 240 
and 255 · respectively while 
Zonfrelli goes at about -195 lbs: 
Yale was named the 
tournament\ outstanding 
wrestler, and he has the best 
s h o t o f a n v'· W i Id ca t a t 
hcu)ming an All -American . 
.. It\ his second ti:mc there, 
and right now he\ .looking 
good," said ·UNH coach Jiin 
Ur4uhart, "There'll be a lot of 
upsets, and there\ a lot of luck 
involved. It all depends ·who\ 
• really up for those three da~1s." 
l ;here are 137 Division I 
schools that wrestle, anq ove.r 
I 00 of them will he represented 
at the Nationals. There arc J2 
wrestlers. in each elass: and 
some people could wrestle as 
many as 8 or 9 n1atches during 
the three days. 
UNH's Da~e Yale wrestling earlier this season. Yale, along wit tea~mates Dave Beaulieu and Neil Zonfrelli are headed for the 
NCAA championships, in New Jersey on March 8,9 and 10.(Wayne 0. M_akecknie_ photo) 
"Anything can happen;"said 
Ur4uhart. "After it\ all over, 
the, ·cmlld 'hold the tournament 
au.,;in a · \\eek later, and the 
rtsu-lts . \.H-Htld , be tot-ally . 
different." 
UN H finished second o\,cr·all 
tl) BU in the NE\ bv a score of 
64 to 55½. Tim -Weckwerth 
i'inished 3rd in the 167 lb . class, 
\\hilc Ste\e Russell, Paul 
Sclrnern and Conn Madiaga1~ 
· all li1iished fourth in tl1<.;ir 
_n.:\pcdive classes. 
----HOCKEY----
< continued from page 24) 
other side of the net to stop record on the road this season 
Colnev and had no chance to in the EC AC. 
get ba~k 'to stop ·ro~in. · The play-off , picture i·s 
Yale's fore -checking scheme extremely jumbled goirig into 
of sending only one man after tonight's games. There are 
the puck, protecting the lances currentlv eleven teams still in 
and meeting the Wildcats as the hunt for the eight play-off 
thev tried to enter the offensive positions. The top six teams 
zon'e, was especially effective in R PL B. U .,B.C., Clarkson. 
that first period. UN H and Prpvidenc;e in that 
"I think our fore-checking -order are guarenteed spots but 
was one ke\' to -our victorv," the -order could change 
commented .,Gilligan;" Also we drasticallv. RPI has clinclied 
converted their mistakes into first, but BC could overtake BU 
goals." if they defeat them tonight. 
'In the second period, the Clarkson could move into the 
momentum began swinging final · home-ice spot ahead of 
toward UN H, especially after BC, if BC loses to BU and . 
co~captain Ken Chisholm tied Clarkson beats ST. Lawrence. 
the game at 6:47 of the period. The Wildcats can not -
He wristed the rebound of a capture a home ice slot, but a· 
shot from Ralph - -Robinson win over Northeastern tonight 
past Tortorella. . coupled with a St. Lawrence 
UN H ,were moving more win over Clarkson will catapult 
swiftly now thru center ice and UN H past Clarkson. If that 
were h'olding a noticeable ·occurs the Wildcats will travel 
terri"toria I edge, ·but ·were to the arena of the Ivy League 
frustrated by Tortorella the rest champ. Providence. who has 
9f the way. · already finished its season. is 
Gillies -finished with 21 saves, l(?cked into that sixth position, 
seven each period, while but would be seeded seventh in 
Tortorella rose to the occasion . the tourney because the Ivy 
in his final regular season home _ winner gets an automatic horrie 
game at Ingalls Rjnk, turning ice berth. · 
.awav 38 shots. Harvard and Yale are 
The game knocked the battling for the Ivy crown. If 
Wildcats out of contention for Harvard defeats Brown tonight 
home ice in the opening round, they are the champs while if 
while it kept Yale alive in their ·\ they lose Yale is. The other 
quest to catch Harvard for the teams s·till · in contention· are 
Ivy Lea9ue crown, which St.Lawrence, Colgate and 
would give them . a· top four Northeastern. 
seeding in the EC AC tourney. Tonight the play-off bound 
Being on the road in the play- Wildcats will host the play-off 
offs should not hamper UNH hopeful Northeastern ·Huskies 
too much as they have an 8-5 at 7:30. 
They do more than swim 
By Kent Cherrington 
· Bob Schuler and Steve 
Moreau are both from Dover. 
they arc brothers at the same 
fraternity. and most import- . 
antlv, both arc record holders 
on the same U nive'rsitv of New 
Hampshire swim te.;t'n . . Yet, 
despite being · tei-rors in the 
water, both have other sports in 
which they participate. 
"I 1ve always liked base.baH," 
says Schuler, a starting 
. outfielder on the UN H baseball 
team. "I like swimming now 
more than I ever have. but I'm 
always eager to play baseball 
all summer." 
Moreau, a sophomore, 
secretly wants to be a triathlcte. 
"I want to train for triaihlons. I 
did one in Falmouth, Mass . last 
summer, and it was the most 
fun tl~ing I've ever done in my 
life . I'm · going to live at 
Hampton_ Beach this summer 
with a couple of guys on the 
tcari1, and we're going to train 
for triathlons." 
But unless anyone told you 
all or this, you probabl~1 would 
have thought Moreau and 
Schuler were completely 
dedicated to swimming. 
Moreau, after all, owns UNH 
school records in . the 200 teammate. "We went out and · 
backstroke and 400 individual did things together. I real!~, got 
medley, while Schuler holds to know his whole family ." 
Wildcat marks in the JOO The ,1ea,: Schuler was a 
freestyle and 1,00 buttert'ly. freshma~ at UN Hand Moreau 
Both are members of the school was still a senior at Dover 
record 400 medley relay team, High, the relationship 
and Schuler is the .lead leg of strengthened. 
th~ · record 400 freestyle relay "It was tough tq get real close 
team. to a lot of ' 1our teammates 
"Both guys . arc extremely when you swim on- an age-
vital to our team," sa'.:s UNH · group team ( like th-e 
head swim coach Frank Helies . Stingrays)," Moreau admits. 
·~Not only do both of them win "That '.'Car I'd come watch Bob 
at least one event each per swimf~H·UNH,andlwasrcally 
meet, but both of them have impressed with · how nice the 
· picked up where our g1;aduated guys were. When I went to on·e 
veterans have left off-- leading of the Ivy schools, it wasn't 
the team in the locker room as close - it didn't seem like a 
well as in the pool." team. They were just going. ~ 
Both Schuler and Moreau through the . motions in the 
got most of their swi_mming • water." 
experience while living 'in The closeness · of the swim . 
Dover, despite the fact that team, the academic reputation 
Dover High School didn 't have and the location of the. school 
a swim team. Schuler began on brought Moreau to Durham. 
the Dover Bluefins -and But it- was baseball ·that had 
Moreau started on the· East brought Schuler to·thc land of 
Coast A4uatic Club. The two the Wildcats a vear earlier. 
met four years ago wheri their ··1 hadn't reilly planned on · 
res peel i vc c I u bs me rgcd, swimming in co_llege," Schuler 
forming the Seacoast ·says now . "I had gotten offers 
Stingrays. to swim at U Mass and 
·--we got to be really good Northeastern, but I didn't want 
friends ," says Schuler of his SW ' IMMERS, page 22 
Skiers take fourth place 
By Marc Micciche . 
The men's and women's ski I 
teams took 4th places overall to 
finish up their season this past 
weekend at the Eastern 
Conference Championships at 
the Middleburv Winter 
Carnival. ., 
The lack of snow and 'warm 
temperatures did not evoke 
traditional "Winter Carnival" 
t_h oughts. Weather-related 
difficulties did not dampen the 
skiers' spirits, however, as they 
turned in .many fine perform-
ances in the lasf time out. 
The alpine events wer.e 
moved from the Middlebury the men's and .women's 
Snow Bowl to Pico Peak due to individual cross-country races. 
lack of snow. In the Giant The men won this competiti•on, 
Slalom events on Friday, the beating out tough competitors · 
men and women faced from Middlebury, UVM and 
threateningly rainy conditions Dartmouth with the best-three 
and wound up 4th and 5th with places, 2,4, 15 going to Mike 
outstanding runs from Nancy Hussev, Brendan Sullivan, and 
Gustafson (6th place) and · Steve., Poulin, respectively. 
Chris Johnson (7th). Other Hussey's time was under .the 
top-20 finishers were Cynthia winning time by l~ss than 2/ _IO 
Lewis in 11th, Jill Sickels in of a second. Thewomen'took 
20th, Russ Dearborn in 17th,. 4th in this · event, but still had 
and Willie Wescott in 21st. 1 four top-20 finishes from Julie 
Also held on Friday, though Wolny, 9th: Mary Haines, 
some distance away at the Lake 13th: Carol Warner, 17th; and 
Placid nordic facilities, were . SKIERS, pa.ge 22 -· •r 
1.-i-
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Sports 
No home Wildcats how to Bulldogs 
By Steve Langevin 
It was Seni-or Night. Yale 
was celebrating the 25th 
anniversary of Ingalls Rink and 
both the Elis and UN H were 
looking for a win to help them 
in their play-off aspirations._ It 
had all the makings for a tough, 
tight game and that's exactly 
what it turne.d out to be, as Yale 
used three third period goals to 
beat the Wildcats 4-1 last 
Thursday, in a game that was 
much closer fhan the final score 
indicated. 
"It was a tight game." said · 
UNH head coach Charlie Holt 
"Either team could have won," 
added assistant coach Bob 
Kullen. -
The teams headed into the, 
final period tied at - 1-1, but 
Yale's tenacious fore-checking 
resulted in✓a goal by Bob Logan 
only :20 into the period. He 
picked up the rebound of a shot 
by Bob Kudelski and flipped it 




The Wildcats dominated the 
third period. firing 18 shots at 
Yale ·s senior goalie Paul 
Tortorella. but time and time 
again he made the big save. 
Adding to UNH's pressure on 
Tortorella were a pair of 
'powerplays for the Wildcats 
which resulted in many chances 
but D9 f9_nversiofis . 
e oc ey team 1s out of the race for home ice m t e 
~ast home game of the season. (Jim Millard photo) - . - 't - · 
Finally at J4:37, Yale got the 
break they had -been looking 
for when Sean Neely took four 
. swipes at a loose puck in front 
of the UNH cage. On that 
fourth swipe the puck went into 
the net. 
In an attempt to_ get back 
into the game~ the Wildcats 
pulled Gillies with 1:56 
remaining in favor of sixth 
skater. However the end result TheS· · jumped aheacl early 
was an empty net goa+-byS-coH (2 :28). as a result of excellent 
Logie with I :21 left. that put passing on ·the powerplay. 
the game out of reach . Peter Sawkins passed from the 
_ ··1 didn't feel safe until that right point, down the boards to 
empty net goal."said Yale-head Kevin Colney, who slid a pass 
coach . Mike Gilligan. ··They across the ice to an -unguarded 
were a threat throughout the · Morrie Tobin and he tapped 
game." the puck into the einpty neL 
For most of the first period . Gillies had moved over to the 
· Yale was holding the edge on 
the ice and the scoreboard. HOCKEY, page 23 
Gymnasts sweep URI 
By Donna La.tl.ue_ 
Despite their sub-par 
performance. the UN H 
gymn~sts dominated the 
competition. capturing every 
event against URI. and 
winning the Sunday afternoon 
meet 177 .85 to 169.95. 
. Unfortunately. their perform-· 
ance was hindered due to the 
· cool temperatures in the 
·Lundholm gym. 
··1t _was dangerous for the 
girls to compete in those 
conditions." said Coach Gail 
Goodspe,ed. ••pr~bably the 
most affected UN H performer 
was Jayne Dean ." Dean still 
managed to win the beam 
competition and rank third in 
all around l"erformance. 
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Seniors ., shine, 
Wildcats win 
By Steve Langevin 
UN H senior Mike Dinneen 's 
running bank shot at the buzze1: 
was a fitting end · to the 
Wildcat's-73 -60 victon' overthe 
Vermont Catamounts last. 
Friday night. because it _ was 
Senior Night. the seniors final 
regular season home game at 
Lundholm Gym. 
It ·also marked the longest 
standing ovation for a player in 
UN H history. when senior Al 
McClain was taken out of the 
game with :53 rem~1ning. This 
season McClain leads the 
Wildcats in scoring. steals. 
assists. and even blocked shots . 
· ' ··The thing about Al is that 
_ he has always placed TEAM 
over I." said UN H head coach 
Gerrv Friel. 
ln~the fi1-s°t half. the Wildcats 
·used an 11-2 spurt three 
minutes into the game to go 
from a 6-4 deficit to a 15-8 lead. 
Kevinu that were two baskets 
each from McClain and Greg 
Steele-. But in this game qf 
c h a n g i n g m o m e n_ t u m s . 
Vermont stormed back with a 
15-4 run of the-ir own. going 
inside to their ·•big man" 6'6" 
Bill Brennan. to grab a 23-19-
lead with 7:59 left. 
The Wildcats could onh· 
manage a basket each fron1 
Todd Black and Steele during 
t·hat 5: 19 stretch, although they · 
had mam· other chances . 
.. We piayed hard in the first 
half. We just weren't finishing 
off." said Friel. 
At this point the UNH press . 
began to affect the Cat-
amounts. as McClain twice 
mad·e steak and fed Rodn~y 
Johnson for lay-ups tying the 
game at 23-all. The rest of the 
half was even. with Johnson's 
basket · off a rebound with :33 
left giving UN H a 36-35 
halftime lead. 
The Wildcats came out with 
guns ablazing in the second . 
half. holding Vermont to four 
points whil~ scoring twelve of 
their own during the first 4:39. 
opening a 48-39 lead. After the 
Catamounts had pulled within 
three. 42-39. Black hit a long 
jumper and McClain deflected 
the . inbounds pass to fell ow 
senior Dan Nolan. who layed it 
in keeping the momentum on · 
the Wildcat's side_ 
Vermont closed to within 48-
44. but the Wildcats then 
charged further ahead scoring 
five of the next seven points. At 
. that point however. McClain 
picked up his fourt~ foul. 
· forcing him to the sidelines for 
awhile. 
.. That was the onlv time in 
the game I was worried." said 
Friel. ··But we used the entire 
shor clock and evervone 
handled the ball well." -~ 
When McClain re-entered . 
the game with 7:28 remaining 
in the contest. he quickly threw 
in tlfrec long distance jumpers 
to give the Wildcats a 
comfortable 11 point cushion. 
UN H coasted the .rest of the 
way to their -7th North Atlantic 
Conference win of the season. 
McClain led all scorers with 
19 points. while Nolan added 
15 points arid 13 ·rebounds in a 
fine · effort. Brennan led 
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